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love your floor™

UK Sales:01706 238 810

Perfect performers and famous for bringing pure luxury,
warmth and comfort to the home, Tredaire underlays are designed 

to keep carpets looking good and feeling fabulous for longer. 

The Tredaire range features outstanding levels of comfort and
performance so every carpet gives that ‘on air’ feeling. That’s why Tredaire

is the UK’s biggest selling underlay brand - the market leader!
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Companies do not file notices to appoint
administrators on a whim. Normally it’s after
a lot of soul searching and having spent
considerable time trying to come up with a
workable alternative.

And this is the situation we find one of the
best-known names in the interiors industry
in, namely Axminster Carpets. At the time of
writing Axminster has not taken the next
step and appointed Duff & Phelps as
administrator, but it seems far more likely to
happen than not. (Of course, all this may
have changed by the time you read this, so
visit www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk for the latest
developments.)

While the quality of the carpets produced

by Axminster’s 400 employees is
acknowledged, the company’s ability to get
its message across to consumers and retailers
has been less successful. Axminster is
associated with high quality, associated
prices and patterns. While the first two are
not an obstacle, the third is and customers in
the market for Axminster’s patterned carpets
are literally dying out or have already bought
the carpet and won’t need to replace it. The
fact that it has moved more into plains hasn’t
been heard by shoppers.

While some may point to the delays at the
housing development in Axminster on land
the company owns for the current situation,
that increasingly looks like a case of selling
the family silver to maintain the status quo. I
hope Axminster can emerge intact, not least
for the sake of the staff and the impact large-
scale job losses would have on the area.

But it is not all doom and gloom among
UK manufacturers of furniture and flooring,
and a number of these are featured in this
month’s Best of British feature. And of course
many retailers and consumers rely on
imported products, so this month we
spotlight some of Belgium’s leading flooring
producers.

Axminster’s difficulties
show reputation provides
no protection in tough
times, especially when
customers don’t get
your key message
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GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

Out-Perform the
Market This Year…

“The magnificent, seven-figure-sales-result, was
bang on target at Pearsons!  We are very pleased

with our Greenwood Sale.”
David James. MD. Morley Stores Group Ltd, London

“We took about 65% of current annual turnover
during the 17 day sales event. This proves adverting

works if it’s done properly!”
Trissie Beard. M. D. BROOK LEISURE. Surrey.

“So there is a market out there!  It’s like fishing
with Dynamite!  The Greenwood Sale went very

well and your people did a great job “
Michael Roome. M D. Roomes of Upminster.

Don’t just accept the economic status quo.
Don’t wait for business to walk in the door. Do

something to bring in crowds of eager customers.
Trust Greenwood to help you realise the optimum

potential of your next big sales event.

Ask us why Greenwood is now involved in more
UK and Irish retail sales than any other sales

company of its kind.

Greenwood Sales continue to generate record-
breaking sales results, for all kinds of quality

retailers, all over the UK and Ireland, despite the
difficult economic climate. We can help you

achieve this too.

Ring us today on 01625 521010 for your
information pack or to discuss the possibilities 

we can offer you, without obligation.

Booking Now Throughout 2013. Buy British
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years, was put into administration on 25 February then sold

to Eastern Counties Leather for an undisclosed sum.

In January the High Court ruled that a development of

400 houses on land owned by Axminster could go ahead.

Planning permission had been granted by East Devon

District Council in 2011 but work was delayed after local

campaigners launched legal action.

Last October Axminster’s Irish subsidiary Curragh Carpets

was put into liquidation.

Tight target
Upholstery supplier East West says it will

only seek a small number of stockists

when it launches later this month.

‘We are not looking to be a 300

stockist supplier as you then develop

overheads that you have to pass on. We

are looking for about 30 customers

including AIS. It is about keeping it

simple and generating sales volumes,’

says a company spokesman.

The upholstery styling will be similar in

style to Next but at a lower price aimed

at the mass market. Initially there will be

six designs with a wide range of fabrics.

The collection is being produced in

Poland and will be available from April.

Direct home delivery will be offered

and the company says products will be

compliant with the EU Timber

Regulations.

Sales of £5m are forecast for this year.

Axminster was founded in 1937

Geoff Wilding, Victoria Carpets

executive chairman, has been

given a two-year deadline to

benefit from shareholder

returns.

Shareholders in the

manufacturer have backed an

incentive scheme that could

see Wilding receive more than

£5m if they receive sufficient

returns.

Under examples outlined to

shareholders a return to shareholders of

£3.30 a share, including dividends, would

see Wilding receive £1.035m. A return of

£4.50 a share would see a payment of

£5.25m.

Victoria’s share price is £2.02 and

having warned of losses, it is unlikely to

pay any dividends for the current year.

Wilding has paid £20,000 to enter into

Business as usual for Axminster
while administration looms
Axminster Carpets continues to trade while it looks at ‘all

potential rescue/restructuring options’ as it prepares to

appoint administrators. 

A statement issued on behalf of the manufacturer says:

‘The company’s board of directors confirms that a notice of

intention to appoint administrators has been filed with

respect to the company. The notice was filed in order to

provide the company and its creditors with a moratorium

period during which the various rescue options being

explored can continue.

‘The notice of intention to appoint administrators

nominates Benjamin Wiles, Geoff Bouchier and David

Whitehouse of Duff & Phelps as joint-administrators.’

Joshua Dutfield, Axminster director, says: ‘Trading has

been difficult and the management has been working with

key suppliers, creditors and the lenders in an attempt to

resolve the company’s financial difficulties. We continue to

be committed to working to achieve the best possible

outcome for all concerned and most importantly the staff

and suppliers.’ 

Rumours about the future of the firm, founded in 1937,

have been circulating for several months, with some

suppliers reporting unpaid bills. 

Axminster has sold its Devonia Products sheepskin

tannery operation, with 20 jobs saved. The company, which

has operated in Buckfastleigh, Devon, for more than 200

Two year shareholder plan
the agreement and could pay

up to £100,000 more if

shareholder value falls. 

At least £3 a share must be

returned to shareholders

before Wilding receives any

payment.

‘We are pleased with the

overwhelming support from

our shareholders to facilitate

the growth plans of the group

and ensure wealth creation for

shareholders,’ says Wilding.

The company’s board says productivity

can be improved, business repositioned

to high growth areas and management

of working capital improved.

Alexander Anton, Victoria non-

executive director, has a personal

arrangement with Wilding that could

allow him to benefit from the agreement.

Geoff Wilding
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Strong performance has given CSL the strength to expand

Pre-tax profits at upholstery chain CSL leapt from

£200,000 to £2.5m last year. Sales jumped by 43% to

£110m at the 22-store chain, helped by store openings, as

like for like sales rose by 16%. 

The chain says the performance was driven by a huge

increase in its direct orders and online business, while its

new stores in Thurrock, Croydon and Hull, made

‘significant contributions’.

The expansion to Scotland comes after strong online

sales there, helped by increased national advertising. The

first store, at Paisley, will open before Easter with a

distribution centre located between Edinburgh and

Glasgow opening in May.

‘Performance has been driven by innovation and design,

and a relentless focus on providing the best customer

service. The strength of our performance has given us the

confidence to continue our investment and expansion. Our

big focus is on expansion into Scotland and the South East

of England, and building our direct and ecommerce

business, which has been a major part of our organic

growth during the last year,’ says Jason Tyldesley, CSL md.

Like for like sales also increased by 15.6% in the five

weeks to 6 January. A 22,000sqft store is planned for

Slough in May.

CSL expands
into Scotland 
as profits soar

It is ‘too late for 
the high street’ …
The former administrator of Land of Leather, Lee Manning, who

is handling the administration of Blockbuster, says the Internet,

out-of-town shopping and local councils have left high streets

with no future.

‘It is just too late. There might be nostalgia for the high street,

but it is too late now. It is over,’ says Manning, partner at

Deloitte and president of R3, the Association of Business

Recovery Professionals.

‘Technology and the Internet have challenged the high street

beyond what most shops have been able to cope with. And

secondly, the significant expansion of out-of-town, top-notch

shopping centres has made it almost impossible to compete for

local high streets.’

Manning also blames councils for ‘vulture-like’ parking ticket

policies that deter shoppers and push them out-of-town. 

‘Thirty years ago high streets had butchers’ shops,

greengrocers, off-licences and retailers. But there aren’t many

left. Retailers with enough financial clout have now moved out

– and more will go this year and next. That means the anchor

stores are deserting the high street. Therefore shoppers have

less luring them to the high street. And that leaves those shops

that remain in an even harder predicament.

‘Online does not have to be completely divorced from bricks

and mortar. I think shops and online can work really well

together. John Lewis is very good at using technology to get

people in to shop. That way, bricks and mortar shops still make

sense,’ he says.

…But not for S&T stores
South of England furniture and flooring chain Sturtons &

Tappers is to close its out-of-town branch to focus on its high

street branches.

The chain was scheduled to close its Salisbury store on 

3 March. The purpose-built 17,000sqft branch opened in 2001.

‘Both the other sites [Winton and Wimborne] are in high

street locations, are more traditional and provide a wider range

of furnishings. The Salisbury branch is a different style of

trading. We are still doing good business there but we don’t see

that increasing much in the future,’ says David Scott, Sturtons &

Tappers director.

The store’s three members of staff have been invited to apply

for jobs at the Dorset stores.

Olympia Furniture fails
Just over a year after it bought furniture manufacturer Olympia

Furniture, SKG Capital has placed the company into

administration. Turnaround investor SKG, which also owned

Walmsleys, acquired the business in November 2011 from

German upholstery manufacturer Himolla Postermobel. The

company had 135 staff.

Olympia has supplied retailers including Argos, Asda, Ikea,

Littlewoods, Tesco and Sainsbury’s.



Hotline 0800 077 33 01
www.crownfloors.co.uk
sales@crownfloors.co.uk

At Crown Floors we’re celebrating two years of bringing you the 
brand without the price tag. With on-trend carpet styles and 
colours that pop and zing, as well as timeless tones, carpets from 
Crown Floors have been making homes across the UK happy.

With our powerful look, exclusive ranges of wool-rich and stain 
resistant carpets at hugely attractive price points and a new 
waterfall style free-standing display, Crown Floors makes an 
impact in-store so you can make even more of your shop floor. 

Call today and secure your crown as the best retailer in town. 

MAKE THE MOST

OF CROWN FLOORS
WITH A WALLDISPLAY.

LAST FEW LEFT...

Two years and counting...
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Serene Furnishings has appointed Steve

Macalister (pictured), its agent for the

North East and Yorkshire as sales director.

He will remain responsible for those

areas. 

Meanwhile, Lorraine Selby has become

agent for East Anglia; Jason Hillier will

cover London and North London; Robert

Hunter will cover Scotland and Edward

Bacon will cover the North West.

British furniture and industrial product designer James Irvine

died on 18 February in Milan. He was 54. 

Irvine graduated from the Royal College of Art in 1984 and

moved to Milan. For the next eight years he was a design

consultant for the Olivetti design studio, designing industrial

products under the direction of Michele De Lucchi and Ettore

Sottsass.

In 1988 he set up a design studio, with SCP and Cappellini his

first clients. He was also a partner in Sottsass Associati from

1993 to 1995, responsible for the industrial design group.

In 2004 he was the guest of honour at the Interieur exhibition

in Kortrijk, Belgium and elected a Royal Designer for Industry by

the Royal Society of Arts.

From 2005 to 2007 he was professor for industrial design at

the Hochschule fur Gestaltun in Karlsruhe. In 2007 he was

awarded an honorary doctorate in design from Kingston

University.

His studio’s clients included Alias, Artemide, B&B Italia, Canon,

Coro, Foscarini, LG, Magis, MDF Italia, Muji, Olivetti and Thonet,

where he was creative director.

heritage of industry skills to the

public.

The entrance of Wool House will be

styled like a grand country house,

with a carpet inspired by a classic

marble floor tile pattern and created

by Alternative Flooring Bespoke. 

A series of wool-led talks by

designers and a programme of

activities with interactive workshops

will be held during the course of the

event. 

A special educational and

innovation room will feature

information covering everything 

from sheep to manufacturing and all

types of products.

Farewell to designer James Irvine

At home only
Chesterfield retailer GD Furnishing is to

close its town centre store after 24 years

with owner Glynn Dale switching to a

home shopping service.

Dale says the loyalty of his customers

persuaded him to carry on rather than

retire.

‘A lot of my customers are older people

and the feedback I was getting is they

like to speak to someone in person,

which has made me decide to offer this

service,’ he explains.

‘Some have been coming to me for the

full 24 years and still order from me.

‘I’ve run my business by myself and 

I’ve not had a proper holiday in years, so

I’m looking forward to a bit more time

off,’ he says.

The event runs from 13-24 March

CfW plans largest
wool celebration
The UK will see the largest celebration

of wool when The Campaign for 

Wool launches Wool House later this

month.

Occupying the west wing of

Somerset House in central London

from 13-24 March, Wool House will

present a vision for wool as a modern,

versatile, lifestyle fibre, featuring a

showcase of interiors, fashion and the

world of artisan and craft making,

along with a high-tech educational

suite.

The event has invited leading

interior designers to offer their vision

and seven individual rooms will show

how the design community uses wool

extensively within their work. 

Exclusive roomsets from Donna

Wilson, Ashley Hicks, Josephine Ryan,

Anne Kyyro Quinn, Kit Kemp and Mary

Fox Linton of Fox Linton Associates,

will feature alongside a huge wool art

installation commissioned by CfW

from Dutch tapestry artist, Claudy

Jongstra.

Other features include a 100ft

runner designed by Cristian Zuzunaga

in association with Brintons, which

will represent international carpet

manufacturers, and a runner designed

and made by Roger Oates.

Rug weaver Jason Collingwood will

take up a working residence as his

studio is recreated in Wool House. He

will weave on a table loom

throughout the period showing the

Serene appointment
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There’s  
Strength In 

Our Numbers.

S I N C E 1 9 1 4

Over ££1 MMillion ssales bbooked iin aa ssingle dday.
Aldiss, Norfolk, 12th September 2012

Over ££200 MMillion aachieved ffor 
Britain’s ttop rretailers.

Average mmarketing ccosts aare
below 77%.

No oone rruns aa ““Lynch SSale” qquite llike tthe 
Lynch SSales CCompany. FFor rresults yyou ccan bbank oon,
contact tthe originators of hhigh iimpact ppromotions.

I mentioned in my January column that we’d had success
promoting speed of delivery rather than price in the early part
of the winter sale, and I’m glad to say it continued for the rest of
the sale.

I’m not saying that price wasn’t important, but being able to
almost guarantee that the customer would receive the product
in a matter of days certainly helped secure a few orders on
products that were similar to our competitors but on which we
couldn’t match on price.

As a result, our suppliers who have been able to offer us the
quick delivery picked up a lot more business than those that
weren’t able to do so. As I said to one agent who complained
about his lack of orders: if you can do what the others are
doing, you’ll get more, but until then promoting delivery is
working for us.

I don’t think we’ve been experiencing a revolutionary shift in
terms of what customers want, rather more of a mood to: ‘If I’ve
got to pay X, I want to be using it now’. It also encourages the
customer to make the purchase decision rather than tell us they
need a bit more time to think about it. 

Of course, it’s helped our cashflow no end. And given the
unpredictability of business at the moment, that’s another
reason why I’ll be pushing the delivery message. 

During a quiet period, and there have been plenty of them, 
I went through the orders for the previous six weeks and ranked
them by day for each week. 

You’ll probably not be surprised that apart from Saturday,
which was the busiest day for five of the weeks, there was no
consistency to what our busiest days were in terms of the
number of orders. Neither was there any consistency on what
were the slowest days, with one week’s non-Saturday busiest
day being the following week’s slowest. One thing I am sure of
is that Thursday evening opening continues to be worthwhile,
so we’ll carry on with that.

We might not be breaking national sale records here, but I
believe we are proof that there are consumers out there
spending money, even if they are being careful, and it’s not all
doom and gloom on my high street.

The author is an independent
furniture retailer

Time is of the essence
when it comes to a sale

I believe we are proof that
there are consumers out
there spending money, even
if they are being careful
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1 Leoline’s

Comfortz

collection is

designed for

retailers wanting a

cushion flooring

range with widespread

appeal. Comprising 18

styles including

contemporary speckled grey

Chatel, rustic wood Birma,

Victorian-inspired mosaic Salsa

(pictured) and the glossy black

Barcelona tiles, this variety of looks

covers most interior tastes. 

Tel: 0800 0323 970

2 Setting itself apart from other

LVT products, Granorte’s Vinylcork

collection comes in a long plank

format for an elongated look and

has a unique structure. A 2mm

luxury vinyl surface sits atop an

agglomerated cork layer, a

moisture-resistant fibreboard core

and an integrated cork underlay

that work together to provide

maximum stability. 

Tel: 01785 711 131

3 The first Crown Floors POS

lectern has been installed at S&M

Myers Carpet in East Finchley,

London. Home to four ranges,

including Alderley Edge with its

silky lustre, the patterned Crown

Wilton, nylon saxony Dapdune

Wharf and the new Dunnottar 

Castle 

with its

heavy

pile weight,

the lectern is

proving to be the

ideal partner for the

store. 

Tel: 0800 0773 301

4 With new colour updates

unveiled at the recent Domotex,

the Portman carpet from the Easy

Care collection by Lano is set to

continue to impress retailers with

its stylish and practical

characteristics. Available in 12

shades, Portman will appeal to a

wide audience with its choice of

vibrant or muted tones.  

Tel: 00800 5266 5266

5 Cormar Carpets has added

Sensation New Feeling, a lighter

version of Sensation Original, to its

Easy Clean collection. Available in

the same 10 plains and 4m and 5m

widths, it is anticipated to retail at

£2 per sqm less than Sensation

Original. 

Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

3

4

5



B e a u t i f u l  h o m e s  d e s e r v e  b e a u t i f u l  f u r n i t u r e

The warm tones of the solid Chinese Oak and 

Oak veneers give this range warmth and character 

and the combination of simple clean lines, round 

corners and delicate legs give it a soft, organic feel.

Stylish, rounded finger joints feature on drawer 

fronts, with all pieces treated with a natural, low gloss lacquer.

With its unfussy, classic good looks Spirit adds a touch of sophisticated 

yet homely style to both town and country settings.

To become a stockist or to expand your Willis & Gambier offer, 
call our office on the number below or contact your local  
Willis & Gambier representative.

Tel: 0845 606 7004   www.wguk.com

Spirit Bedroom Collection
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6

7

8

9
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6 Offering a 20-year StainSafe guarantee, the

Grand Slam carpet from Balta Broadloom is

set to provide long-lasting reassurance for

busy households. A tufted cut pile in 100%

StainSafe two-ply polypropylene yarn, Grand

Slam is suitable for areas prone to spillages

as it is easily cleanable with bleach. 

Tel: 00 32 5662 2211

7 Ulster Carpets has launched six

colourways to enhance its Tazmin (pictured),

Sheriden and Athenia motif collections. New

colours are on-trend earthy, organic tones

taken from a heritage palette. New

colourations will be available in all three

designs: cameo/motif, pindot and runner. 

Tel: 028 3833 4433 

8 Dormeo Octaspring’s unique range of

divan bases complement its breathable

memory foam spring mattresses. The bases

feature luxurious quilted headboards and

footboards which share the same design,

giving a look of designer luxury and bringing

to an end the days of plain divan bases. 

Visit: www.octaspring.co.uk

9 Dreamland’s Dreamgel 2000 has foam

encapsulated pocket springs with three

zones of Dream Gel over 50mm of visco-

memory foam. Upholstered in a luxury micro

quilted fabric, the encapsulated pocket

mattress with active support technology

gives total head to foot and side-to-side

support. It is available in six colours. 

Tel: 0121 771 3663

10 Domo Floorcoverings’ Clyde & Stripes

carpet collection of 11 plains including

chocolate and moss green as well as lighter

styles such as silver grey, and four stripes in

blue, grey, red and beige, is for those looking

for a cost-effective way to inject style and

personality into their homes. 

Tel: 00 32 5533 5211 



To register visit www.bgnfs.co.uk

Over 60 leading brands converge at one place this 

May for The Buying Groups’ National Flooring 
Show. If you’re a member of a buying group make 

sure you visit to see the very latest in carpets, rugs, 

laminates, woods, LVT’s, underlays and accessories.

Voted ‘Best New Flooring Exhibition’

Available exclusively to all

retailers who are members

of a buying group...



The New Derry’s Colour
Supplement Catalogue
is now available

JUST ARRIVED!

Enigma
Highback

Chair
£170

Patch
work 
Chair

£588

Patch
work 
Chair
£86

Free Delivery on all orders over £500

Specialising in delivering astonishing,
fast moving lines to retailers
throughout the UK and Ireland

Legs 
Floor 
Lamp

£98

To find out how Derry’s can entice customers through your doors 
or order up our latest full colour catalogue, contact sales on:

0044 (0)28 3885 1509
email: sales@derrys.com

Roco
Chair

£160

Gilt
Cherub
Mirror
£78

Patch
work 
Chair

£500

Gilt
Mirror
£90

Contact us today to order
your copy and 
see just what treats 
we have for your store



85 Teaguy Road, Annaghmore 
Co. Armagh, Northern Ireland BT62 1LX

t: 0044 (0)28 3885 1509
e: sales@derrys.com
w: www.derrys.com

Furniture for Life
Bedroom Furniture : Beds : Gilt Mirrors : Dressers : Desks : Occasional Furniture :: Dining Furniture

: Mahogany Furniture : Tables : Upholstery : Consoles : Bedroom Linen : Outdoor Furniture

Pair of
British
Lions

£220

Horse
Head

£80

From Home to Garden

Diana
Huntress

Statue
£44

Granite
Bird Bath
£90

Sleeping
Deity

£80

Child
reading

£118.50

The Outdoor Collection





Brockway
Carpets
Carnaby

Best of British
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Lean and 

keen
Manufacturer Cavendish

Upholstery has achieved

major efficiency gains

Cavendish Upholstery is two years into a complete restructure

and now operates a lean manufacturing system. Management

has been reduced by 75% and stockholding is down by a

quarter through better management of work in progress. The

business has moved from a mature, traditional and inward

looking business into a customer focused, lean and modern

facility, according to Mark McCann, Cavendish sales and

marketing director.

Production efficiency has been improved by a third with the

use of time study, flow lines and track systems and staffing

levels are now at their lowest for three years due to natural

wastage and performance management. 

During this period Cavendish has become a meaningful

supplier to major multiple retailers, quality independents,

ecommerce, mail order, leisure, home and contract sectors

through improved trading relationships, product offer and

higher quality furniture with sales up 19% on last year.

‘Gap and trend analysis is a central part of our continuous

improvement plan. Internal quality control work carried out

from detailed information provided by our main retail

customers has reduced our returns rate to just over 1%,’ says

McCann. ‘For 2103 we will focus on lead time, further quality

enhancement, branding and addressing the changing face of

retailing in the UK.’

All its models now come with a 10-year frame warranty and

branding with a strong emphasis on British manufacturing as all

products are made at its Chorley, Lancashire factory. Its website

has been redesigned to be more consumer friendly and also

includes a retailer area for product information downloads.

Direct home delivery is available on all orders, with

bestsellers on seven-day lead times and all other high volume

lines either to stores or the consumers’ home within 28 days. A

two-man white glove service is provided with goods inspected

and signed for and packaging removed as standard.

McCann has recently recruited two key members of staff: Nick

Gigg has joined as national sales manager from sister company

Airsprung Beds and Steve Magill is the new development

manager.

Gigg has already hired the company’s first sales rep, Geoff

Abernethy, covering the North of England and Scotland. ‘This is

already showing sales increases and greater customer

confidence along with giving full time support to our

independent retailers and providing accurate market

information feedback on product and consumer preferences,

which is vital to product development,’ says Gigg.

‘Steve is a highly experienced and respected individual and it

is a real coup for him to be joining Cavendish at this time. He

will provide us with a broad range of sector knowledge and

delivery of first class designs,’ says McCann.

Visit: www.cavendish-upholstery.co.uk

Carlo (top right) is available on seven-day direct home delivery, while Pandora (top left)

and Matrix (above) are among those available on 28-day delivery to the store or home



Coniston
www.cavendish-upholstery.co.uk

Rio

Sales and Marketing Director
Email: mark.mccann@cavendish-upholstery.co.uk Office: 01257 277 664
Visit our website at Cavendish-Upholstery.co.uk Mobile: 07718 577027
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By

royal
appointment
Victoria Carpets has received

a royal warrant for its services

Victoria Carpets has been granted a Royal Warrant to Her

Majesty The Queen from 1 January. Victoria has carpeted the

royal households for a number of years and in 2011 supplied

the red carpet for the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge’s

wedding at Westminster Abbey.

‘This accolade is fantastic news, it is a reflection of all the hard

work by everyone within the business and royal recognition of

the quality of our products,’ says Shaun Lewis, Victoria sales and

marketing director.

The company has just expanded its product portfolio with

the introduction of the loop pile Natural Style collection. 

With eight on-trend tones, from natural creams to hints of

taupe, grey and lilac and across two designs, Trend and Fashion,

Natural Style offers 16 options.

It is made from 100% wool and uses a three-ply yarn for

increased luxury and durability. Natural Style is available in 4m

and 5m widths and has Loc-weave backing for easier fitting and

crease resistance. Rated heavy domestic/general contract

usage, it has a tog rating of 0.95. It is the first of a number of

launches planned for the coming months.

Victoria Carpets, tel: 01562 749 300 Natural Style in Fashion Quirky

Long-term respect
Bob Burns, Victoria North-East sales manager, received a long

service award after completing 30 years at the company. 

‘During his 30 years with Victoria Carpets, Bob has built

long-term relationships with many of his customers along

with the respect of his fellow colleagues in the industry. Bob

has always carried out his duties in a professional manner

which in turn has helped give his customers confidence and

trust in him,’ says Mark Rooney, Victoria national sales

manager. 

‘Our congratulations go to Bob on this achievement but

also our sincere thanks for his hard work, loyalty and

commitment to the company over the past 30 years.’ 

Victoria supplied the carpet for the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge’s

wedding at Westminster Abbey



www.greatbritishfurniture.co.uk

Our British furniture
manufacturers are
committed to providing
the highest levels of
comfort, safety and
quality to their customers
– just three of the traits
that make our Great
British furniture ‘great’.

IT IS furniture for any age, 
style, budget or taste. 
IT IS for the traditional, 
contemporary, classical 
or modern home. IT IS
desired and admired the 
world over.

Support British
manufacturing

Ask if it is British
or simply look for

the label

ale-Bridgecraft
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Summertime
special for

This year’s BFM

campaign hopes to

build on the success 

of 2012
‘When you achieve more than 10 times

your target and a national event goes

global, it certainly makes the second year

more of a challenge, but we’re

determined to have a Great British

Furniture Summer that’s even better than

2012 was,’ says Adam Mason, BFM,

commercial director.

After four years as a consumer

advertising campaign, the BFM’s Ask If It

Is campaign was transformed into the

Great British Furniture Summer in 2012

and the association is hoping for greater

success this year, with a 20% increase in

participating stores.

‘The plan for last year was to capitalise

on the Diamond Jubilee, the European

Football Championships and the

Olympics and take the campaign to the

next level with a month long event in

June. After the revamped logo and POS

was unveiled at Interiors UK we initially

targeted independent retailers and set

our sights on recruiting 100 stores,’ says

Mason.

Numbers began to add up and word

started to spread among the

independent retail community. So much

so that more than 1,000 stores took part

with support including the multiple
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sector, with DFS, Multiyork, House of

Fraser, BhS and Homebase among those

taking part.

‘Such was the positivity of the reaction

from retailers that the decision was made

to extend the month through the entire

summer, and international interest then

began to come through with retailers

from Russia, France, The Netherlands, The

Falkland Islands and Japan signing up,’

explains Mason.

Consumer advertising has already

begun for this year’s event, highlighting

the retailers and British manufacturers

involved, with £120,000 being invested.

The Great British Furniture Month will

begin in June and Mason hopes it will

again be extended to run for the

summer.

To participate retailers must have the

majority of their sales from the following

manufacturers or stock products from six

of them: Alstons, Arthur Brett, Buoyant,

Caxton, Corndell, Derwent, Hypnos,

Lebus, Parker Knoll, Quality Furniture,

Spirit, Ultra Furniture, Vale-Bridgecraft,

Westbridge and Wyvern.

Retailers confirmed for 2013 include:

Alan Ward, Browns, Clarkes Furnishers,

Dickinsons, Eyres, Farleys, Hatfields,

Isherwoods, K&Co, Lee Longlands,

Multiyork, Nasons, Orchards, Peter Green,

Quilters, Richwoods, Southons, TR Hayes

and William Hill Interiors.  

Visit: www.greatbritishfurniture.co.uk

Logos and POS were updated for the campaign (left) which hopes to build on the success of last year’s campaign
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Premium and value
Brockway Carpets is targeting both ends of the market

Three years after unveiling its Designer Collection, Brockway

Carpets continues to fly the flag for British manufacturing with

new ranges at both the premium and value ends of the market.

‘With the Classic Collection of traditional carpets with Jubilee,

Akaroa and Solar ranges and introducing the essentials

Collection featuring Portland and Purbeck for the more cost-

conscious consumer, there has never been so much choice for

homeowners looking for British quality underfoot,’ says Charles

Annable, Brockway md. 

With Brockway’s Bespoke Colour Match Service, available in

Solar and Akaroa, a unique colour can be created for a carpet.

Whether it’s a favourite wallpaper, paint colour chart or even a

prized shoe, Bespoke Colour Match Service matches to virtually

any colour reference provided by the customer for minimum

orders of 25sqm.

For an original and contemporary range, Brockway’s Lakeland

Herdwick is made from 100 per cent British wool. Inspired by

the rugged and exceptional qualities of the Herdwick, Britain’s

hardiest breed of hill sheep, it is the only textured loop pile

product to feature Herdwick wool.

‘We believe strongly in British craftsmanship and

manufacturing our quality products in the traditional carpet

town of Kidderminster is very important to us. Brockway has

long held an excellent reputation for high quality, premium and

design-led carpets with our prestigious Classic and Designer

Collections. Now, thanks to the successful launch of our new

essentials Collection, we are proud to offer our signature quality

to all – whatever the budget or taste.

‘As we approach our 50th anniversary in the carpet industry

next year, we look forward to extending our ranges, introducing

new products and continuing to develop our retailer

partnerships UK-wide.’

The company is also using digital media to interact with

consumers, on Facebook (www.facebook.com/

brockwaycarpets) and on Twitter (@brockwaycarpets). 

Brockway Carpets, tel: 01562 828 200

Jubilee Sweetplum from Brockway’s Classic Collection Solar Key Lime Stripe from Brockway’s Classic Collection 

Portland Alabaster from Brockway’s essentials Collection



T h e  H O M E  o f  G R E A T  B R I T I S H  

F U R N I T U R E

All roads lead 
to London.

With it’s distinctive sleek oak horizontal 

grain panels and vertical grain edging, the

stylish London bedroom collection is 

uncommonly trendy, yet incredibly practical. 

Add to this our guaranteed 28 day home 

delivery, online ordering and award winning

customer service and you can see how London

represents all that’s best about buying British.

To find out more, call 08700 600 555 today.



‘The end game is all about the

product. We have an exceptional new

design resource very much focused on a

unique, yet commercial offer, backed by

a fastidious attention to detail. The offer

is then engineered in such a fashion that

it fits perfectly with the ability of the

plant to produce a consistent and highly

competitive offer. Add to this our ability

to really attack the costs and there is a

great recipe for success,’ he says.

‘Customers recognised the

opportunity to find a product that not

only offers a different look, but by

building in features which normally are

found further up the price ladder, it

allowed them the opportunity to

increase margin,’ Walker explains.

Ensuring the product represents

exceptional value was key.

Investments over the past few years

into infrastructure, foam conversion,

wood mill and distribution all help to
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Master of reinvention
Lebus Upholstery has revamped and restructured

Lebus Upholstery unveiled a new look

and product positioning at Interiors UK.

Established models were left behind and

only new models were on show. Karl

Walker, Lebus md, admits it was a risk but

one that had to be made to differentiate

itself from rivals.

‘We took the decision to restructure

the board early in 2012 and in doing so it

allowed us to bring in a new design team

to redefine the product offer. The brief

was very specific, we needed to bring a

new dimension to the product offer,

away from our mainstream competition.

Above all, the offer had to play to the

strengths of our manufacturing facility in

Scunthorpe by developing product that

utilised the exceptional infrastructure

available to us,’ he explains.

While Interiors UK provided the

opportunity to showcase the new offer,

Walker was aware that this had to be

supported by a radical new look overall.

This encompassed everything from

branding, stand and presentation.

‘There is always a degree of risk in

executing such changes, however 

the belief was that in order to 

create the impact and to show the 

extent of the changes, we had to be 

fully committed. We took no established

product to the show and chose 

only to exhibit new models,’ he says. 

The fear normally would be a risk of

isolating the existing customer base

while failing to appeal to another. But as

the pricing structure was in line with the

current offer, Walker says the risk was

minimal. This proved to be the case as

the result was way above expectations.

Henley

‘The end game
is all about 
the product’
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Angelina

Grand Knole

ensure Lebus consistently keeps its cost

base low to maintain a competitive edge.

This, he says, allows it to increase the

value of the product while still being in

the mainstream.

Lebus has revamped both of its

showroom facilities to further showcase

the offer. It has been busy since the show

as customers follow up and see the latest

developments. It was vitally important

that the integrity of what was presented

at the show was maintained and overall

quality of presentation improved.

‘The new product offer is starting to

find its way out into the marketplace and

we are delighted in the way the ranges

have integrated into our production

processes. At the end of the day we are

not creating the Hadron Collider here. If

the product is designed and engineered

correctly, introduced correctly and

properly executed, it will fit seamlessly.

The really great opportunity open to us is

our ability to get product to market

quickly, offer short lead times and offer

few capacity issues. Which clearly are

concerns for customers,’ he says.

Sales rose by 14.4% during 2012 and

profitability increased, so the new offer

comes on top of a strong performance

and solid foundation. Walker says

business with its key customers is

increasing but it is also looking to grow

in other sectors and has recruited key

staff to further develop these areas.

‘This business has only been a private

business for seven years and so much

has had to be done in trying to change

the perception of who and what we are.

This has probably been the most difficult

task, however my belief is that if the

product offer is strong enough, if we

continue to look to grow our new offer,

and if we continue to exceed our

customers’ expectations we can only

grow in stature,’ Walker adds.

Visit: www.lebusupholstery.co.uk

‘The offer had 
to play to the
strengths of our
Scunthorpe facility’
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Continual investment
Ulster Carpets reinvests profits in innovative development

A few years ago Ulster Carpets made the strategic decision to

commit to manufacturing in the UK rather than relocate to low

cost labour countries in Asia. The company continues to

progress and succeed due to its long-term development of key

export and contract markets, particularly the US and Middle

East, as well as a continuing focus on the retail market in the UK

and Republic of Ireland.

The latest stage of its development involves the construction

of a state of the art dyehouse and energy centre in Portadown,

and is a major step forward in reaching the company’s goal of

being carbon neutral by 2020.

‘Thanks to the efforts of our employees we have managed to

stay profitable throughout a deep recession. It has always been

our policy to reinvest all profits in new projects, which will

deliver significant benefits, not just for the company and the

future of the business, but to the benefit of the local

community as well. We are optimistic for the future and 

intend to remain focused on strengthening our position as a

premium brand in the carpet market,’ says Nick Coburn, Ulster

Carpets md.

Recognising a growing resurgence of patterned carpets and

classical design, two of Ulster’s longest standing ranges –

Glenavy and Glenmoy – are to be enhanced with four new

products in the spring. 

Each carpet in the Glenavy range is individually inspired, and

the diversity and elegance of each design offers limitless

possibilities in their application. Further developing this range

and increasing choice for consumers, the Hampton Court

design will be available in two additional colourways, Antique

and Red, plus a new design, Kimono. 

The crème de la crème of Ulster classic designs, Glendun, will

also have a new design, Rosemoor.

Composed of 80% wool and 20% nylon, all new designs and

colourways will be available in 4.57m, 3.66m, 2.74m, 1.83m and

0.91m colour-matching widths.

Ulster Velvet will also to be enhanced with five additional

colours. The 80/20 mix is suitable for extra heavy wear and 

is available in five colour-matching widths: 5m, 4m, 3m, 2m 

and 1m.

Ulster Carpets: tel: 028 3833 4433 

Glenavy Hampton CourtUlster Velvet in Imperial Red and Fauna



Bankfield Mill
Greenfield road, Colne, Lancashire. BB8 9PD

Tel: 01282 862736
Fax: 01282 868307

Email: office@brontecarpets.co.uk
Web: www.brontecarpets.co.ukAll carpets made in the UK in our Lancashire factory.

Made to plan.
For irregularly shaped areas such as L shapes or T shapes we make the carpet to
the shape required without seams or joins. This also cuts down on waste as you
only buy the carpet you need.

Hand Crafted Borders.
In addition to our plain ranges we have our completely custom made Hand Crafted Border
collection. Our borders can trace the perimeter of a room or can be used to frame a centrepiece
such as a dining table or coffee table.

Custom made service.
Although we offer a number of standard qualities and weights in our range, if a carpet is required to match an existing carpet which may not be
from a Bronte range we can usually make a carpet to match if provided with a sample.

Saxony & Velvet
Eleven Saxony and Velvet qualities
made from 100% wool 2 ply yarn for a
luxurious soft finish.

Twist
Four twist pile qualities made from 80%
wool 20% nylon 2 ply yarn giving a soft
but resilient finish.

Shag Pile
Four shag pile qualities are available in
100% wool 2 ply yarn and two qualities
made with a chunky 100% wool felted
yarn.

Bronte Ranges include:

Any Colour.
Our range includes a selection of 60 standard colours to choose from but if
you require a colour that is not in our range, simply send a sample of the
colour you require and we will dye yarn specially to match your sample.

Any Width.
We make every carpet to fit your sizes in any width. Anything from a stair
runner to pieces up to an incredible 12 metres wide without seams.
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Decade
of success
Sitting Pretty is upbeat after a

good response at Interiors UK

Hardwick 

Since its launch in 2003, Sitting

Pretty has become a force in the

motion upholstery market. And

2013 is shaping up to be a strong

year for the Underwood,

Nottinghamshire, manufacturer if

the response at Interiors UK is

anything to go by.

The company opened 20 new

accounts at Interiors UK, well

beyond its expectations, says

Sam Henderson, Sitting Pretty

production director.

‘What is particularly pleasing is

the pedigree of those accounts,’

he says. ‘Some were truly

humbling. This year has started

on an unbelievable high for us

and we are truly excited about

the future for Sitting Pretty as a

brand.’ 

‘Our recliners feature the Tilt In

Space movement that suits most

people. Because of the fixed 

back angle to seat when in

recline, Tilt In Space chairs are

very comfortable.’

Sitting Pretty, tel: 01773 717 123
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Good
news
for the

UK
Caxton’s latest designs

cover several bases

If Woodberry Bros & Haines’ experiences at Interiors UK is

anything to go by, it looks like the trend for buying British is set

to continue.

‘There’s no denying that manufacturers and retailers are in for

another tough year of trading,’ says Mark Woodberry, WBH md,

‘and that it’s only those businesses that overcome the present

survival state mentality with new ideas and working practices

that will benefit in the long run.

‘And with many retailers struggling to find a steady,

consistent and reliable source of supply, at WBH we continue to

make every effort to give our customers, trade and consumer,

the kind of flexible, responsive and personal support that only

comes from buying British.’

Reaction to this year’s new collections has left WBH feeling

positive about going into the year with the right balance of

commercially priced contemporary and traditional furniture

collections. It says these are all designed to appeal to a variety

of specific niches within the UK market, and which accurately

reflect the changing needs and tastes of consumers.

Combining a contemporary blonde oak finish with more

traditional design, the Bergen living and dining collection

features part veneered faces, discreetly curving edges and inset

handles.

The Savannah living and dining collection is all about

integrating strong contemporary lines with a high-gloss walnut

style finish.

In contrast, the warm tones of the matte-painted finish, oak

contrast features and pewter handles of the classic Mistral living

and dining collection, is another example of the popular rustic

farmhouse look, while the mirrored door and drawer fronts and

high gloss surrounds of Bianca combine to create an air of

decadent style that brings impact to any bedroom.

‘All this innovation comes at a very competitive price point.

When creating these new collections we have put as much

thought into what goes into a piece such as materials and

construction as we do the design – ensuring that they represent

real value for money,’ says Woodberry. 

‘At times like these it is good to see a growing understanding

among public and trade alike of the economic, environmental

and competitive benefits of buying British furniture. With no

currency or stock issues to worry about retailers can confidently

plan ahead, and with no unforeseen delays over delivery or

quality issues customers can expect to get what they pay for.

This can only be good news for British consumers, retailers,

manufacturers and for the country as a whole,’ he adds.

Visit: www.caxtonfurnitureonline.com

Top left: Savannah 

Top centre: Mistral

Above: Bergen

Left: Bianca
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With a tradition dating over 230 years, Brintons is rightly proud

of its status as an iconic British brand. Although a global

company, Brintons still manufactures in the UK, employing

more than 500 people in the Midlands.

Brintons is passionate about the very British principles of high

quality and continuous improvement. Bell Twist, its ever

popular woven wilton range has been in continuous production

at the company’s Kidderminster site for some 45 years and is

still regarded by many as the leading trend guide for colour

selection in the industry. Also significant is the quintessentially

British range, Marquis. Having graced both the interiors of

palatial private homes and grand hotels, Marquis continues to

be Brintons’ flagship patterned axminster range.

Brintons is also immensely proud of its British collaborations:

from the botanical designs of the Classic Florals range created

in partnership with the Royal Horticultural Society, to the Laura

Ashley collection developed with the retailer.

Brintons is looking forward to the future with renewed

enthusiasm and continues to celebrate its very British heritage. 

Visit: www.brintons.co.uk

Bell Twist SmokeMarquis Regal Red Flake

Classic Florals RHS Sweet Pea Amethyst (foreground) and True Velvet

Platinum (background)

Garden party for Royal Warrant holders 
The Gardens at Buckingham Palace will be the venue for a one-off event this summer for holders of

Royal Warrants to celebrate the 60th anniversary of The Queen’s Coronation. Brintons will be taking

part in the four-day celebration from 11-14 July. Brintons was granted its Royal Warrant in 1958 and

it will join more than 200 Warrant Holders at this unique event, which celebrates the best of British

tradition, innovation and excellence over the past 60 years, with an expected 60,000 visitors. 

Visit: www.coronationfestival.com

True Brit
Brintons is passionate about its heritage
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Raising
the

bar
Buoyant has moved

into motion upholstery

‘At Buoyant Upholstery we are forever trying to raise the bar of

new product design and style. At the

recent Interiors UK show we launched a

range of motion furniture that is

100% British made. Our ever

growing customer base has been

asking us to put the innovative

methods we have used on our

core range into motion furniture,

offering the very best of comfort,

shape and affordability. We achieved

this way beyond our expectations

and see this as a growing collection

for the future,’ says Mike Aramayo,

Buoyant Upholstery md. 

The Metro has a unique style that

will stand out on the shopfloor. The

Loft model offers a very different shaped

sofa that sits well and lends itself to all ages,

while the Avenue couples comfort and innovation for a

luxurious sit. 

‘We are investing in the business

to keep up with the demand on

a regular basis. It’s all about

design and with Buoyant now

having four exclusive designers

on board, the development

team surpass themselves by

beating their targets week in

and week out and continue to

amaze all around them,’ says

Aramayo.

‘It feels very good when

walking around a British

manufacturing unit to see it so

busy and bursting with life. It’s been

a very difficult three or four years

trading but Buoyant has continued to grow,

which only confirms the fact that people are still

spending and, more importantly, buying sofas. The 

pleasing thing for Buoyant is that it appears to be 

British sofas that they are choosing to purchase.’

Buoyant, tel: 01282 691 631

Metro

Audio

Avenue
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At Interiors UK Sweet Dreams launched two capsule collections

of beds: Cool Gel and Nature’s Fresh. Both collections enjoyed

auspicious beginnings, with strong sales. As with all the

company’s divans and mattresses, they are made in the

manufacturer’s Burnley, Lancashire premises.

Two beds – Cool Gel Pocket Spring and Cool Gel Zone – have

the latest Cool Gel mattress filling. Fifteen times cooler than

memory foam, it conforms to the body’s shape, retains its

elasticity and makes for a cool, comfortable sleep.

Cool Gel Pocket Spring combines Cool Gel with memory

foam and pocket springs. It features the Cool Gel Ultra Air

System, which allows air to flow between gel ‘springs’. The

second model, Cool Gel Zone, features memory foam,

Sleepzone springs and flat swathes of Cool Gel.

The mattress to both beds sports a knitted fabric top and a

3D mattress border. The contemporary fabric used in the

mattress is echoed on the base. Both beds come in three sizes

and in sprung edge or platform top. Storage options consist of

two-drawer, four-drawer and ottoman base.

Aimed at devotees of pure comfort, the new Nature’s Fresh

divans promise an authentic sleeping experience for those

seeking a bed containing natural materials – both beds feature

100% natural fillings. Traditionally tufted Cashmere contains a

high count of pocket springs for comfort as well all-natural

fillings, including cashmere and wool, to both sides of the

spring unit. Silk contains Sleepzone springs and the natural

filling is silk and wool, again to both sides of the springs.

Both beds have a mattress with sidestitch-effect border to

match a contemporary divan base. Both Cashmere and Silk

divans come in four sizes, with various storage options,

including ottoman to three sizes, and is otherwise offered with

a platform top or sprung edge base. Delivery is within 10

working days or consumers can opt for home delivery.

Sweet Dreams, tel: 01282 830 033

Left: Cool Gel Pocket

Spring

Below right: Silk

Below left: Cashmere

Technology and nature
Sweet Dreams is using

the latest materials
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Adam Carpets has been based in Kidderminster for more than 150 years
The Adam family has been making carpets in Kidderminster

since 1860 and at its Greenhill Works factory since 1928. Today

every carpet in the Adam Carpets range is manufactured there.

‘I often get asked “who is making that carpet for you” ?‘ says

Eamonn Prescott, Adam Carpets sales director. ‘It always gives

me pleasure to say that every carpet we sell is made by us. It

seems as though that is becoming more and more uncommon

these days. We are well known for our quality within the industry

and that is borne out once again by the stunning new Artistry

range. Artistry encapsulates a lot of what Adam Carpets stands

for. It is innovative, stylish and has colour options beyond what

others would offer. We have very high hopes for the range.’

Artistry is 100% wool loop made on a 1/10th gauge machine.

It has a mixture of three-ply and two-ply yarn and a unique

textured contoured finish with a full range of colours, allowing

it to stand out from the ‘beige only’ loop ranges.

Manufacturing in the home of carpets, Kidderminster, is also

something Adam Carpets wants to highlight. 

‘Whilst we are very proud to be a British company, we are also

proud to be manufacturing in the heartland of the carpet

industry. Kidderminster is a special place. The Carpet Museum

has just opened here to great success. That’s why when we

introduced our Union Flag symbol, we wanted to emphasise

not just the UK, but Kidderminster too. We have designed it in

our own colours as well, to give it a unique Adam look.’

Visit: www.adamcarpets.com

Family values
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A Union Flag logo complements the

recently revamped corporate logo

Below: Artistry
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Mark Cavendish’s success since he

joined the Omega Pharma Quick-

Step cycling team has continued,

with the British rider (pictured)

winning the Tour of Qatar last

month. He won four consecutive

stages to take the title. This follows

his win of the opening stage of his

debut event for the team at the Tour

of San Luis in Argentina in January. 

Quick-Step’s long-standing

sponsorship of the team continues

to generate lucrative exposure for

the company.

Pedal power

Above: Largo Dominicano Oak Grey

Left: Classic Painted White Oak

Above right: Imperio Nougat Oak Oiled

Right: Imperio’s planks measure 

2.2m x 22cm
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Quick-Step’s parquet offer has been

expanded with the introduction of the

Imperio and Variano collections.

Imperio has 2.2m x 22cm planks to

give rooms a sense of depth while the

width highlights the feel of authenticity

and craftsmanship of wood. Designed for

lovers of real wood, the knots and cracks

are larger and deeper than previous

designs and the brush deeper than

before. This gives the wood grains even

greater emphasis and adds more

structure to the design. 

Imperio also has a number of saw-cut

designs with planks varying in depth,

Authentic
style
Quick-Step’s latest designs

emphasise the natural look of wood

width and interspace: each plank is

unique.

Variano uses the offcuts from making

large planks to create a reclaimed look

with planks of differing lengths, widths

and finishes.

The Classic laminate collection has

seven new oak designs. Among them,

Painted White Oak reflects repainted

decade-old planks with flaking paint and

semi-visible wood.

Reclaimed White Patina Oak follows on

from last year’s reclaimed style with less

pronounced knots and cracks for a softer

look.

Classic has also gained a saw-cut style

with the Havana Oak Natural.

The Largo laminate range has seen the

introduction of two classical oak finishes,

two reclaimed designs and two romantic

designs. Of these, timber washed up on a

Caribbean beach and starting to grey

after being exposed to the elements for a

few years was the inspiration for

Dominicano Oak Grey. Saw-cuts are

visible but subtle, cracks have a deeper

matte finish and gloss levels vary on the

surface. A V-groove gives the look of gaps

between the planks.

Quick-Step, tel: 00 32 5667 5211
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Strength
in numbers
Ideal is part of a

€1.4bn group

Above: Dynamic

Right: Atmosphere
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Just weeks after several launches at Domotex, Ideal has

developed more new products for 2013.

Dynamic is a design with patterned panels available in

eight colours and 4m width with Felt Easyback.

Atmosphere is a two-ply design in 11 colours and 4m and

5m widths with Weaveback.

The company has also introduced its first polyester

ranges: Lotus and Charm.

Ideal is part of Beaulieu International Group, which is

composed of three business units: Flooring Solutions, which

includes Ideal, Beauflor, Berry Alloc, Juteks, Real, Orotex and

Carus; Granules, which produces polypropylene granules for

numerous applications, while the third unit Fibres & Fabrics,

covers yarn, fibre and technical textiles production.

Beaulieu International Group has about 3,500 employees

in some 30 sites spread across eight countries. In 2012, the

group’s turnover was €1.4bn.

‘Beaulieu Flooring Solutions is the European leader in

wall-to-wall flooring. Our principal strengths are an

extensive product range, excellent value for money,

continuous innovation as well as dedicated and flexible

professional service, all backed up with guaranteed support

from the Beaulieu International Group,’ explains a

spokesman.

Beaulieu Flooring Solutions offers a wide range of

innovative designs, colours, finishes and sizes. It has

developed high-tech solutions to meet specific demands,

such as floors that offer complete moisture resistance, or

which are antiallergenic or exceptionally durable.

In addition to its standard products, customised solutions

to match customers’ needs are offered, such as for huge

projects including Heathrow Airport, Volkswagen

showrooms, the Shanghai World Expo 2010 and in Novotels

around the world.

‘As market leader, we respond proactively to new

developments by continuously improving our production

processes, products and services. And to help protect the

future, we are also committed to sustainable development

by ensuring that we recycle water, use green energy and

recyclable materials,’ adds the spokesman.

Visit: www.ideal-bintg.com
www.beaulieuflooringsolutions.com
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This year sees Balterio update its products, displays and

marketing to inspire and encourage customers.

Balterio’s Authentic Style Plus has been expanded with five

new decors: Barista elm, Farm oak, Oslo oak, Portobello oak and

Washed pine.

With its two new decors, Suede Oak and Wild Pine, Tradition

Sapphire returns to the key product advantage of this range: 

a four-sided, irregular V-groove – a Balterio exclusive feature – 

on a rustic decor. This rough plank floor with its randomly

fabricated V-grooves reintroduces bygone nostalgia into the

home. 

The idea of a traditional consumer brochure has been

abandoned by Balterio for 2013, instead opting for the format

of a magazine.

Besides an overview of the Balterio ranges, it offers shoppers

practical tips for their interiors and reveals the stories of three

families who installed Balterio laminate in their homes. 

It also offers a host of inspiration with plenty of photographs

of different interior styles, giving a wealth of interiors ideas 

and tips.

Balterio’s award winning website has also been revamped to

Moving with
the times
Balterio is not standing still when it

comes to embracing customer needs

Top: Authentic Style

Plus Barista Elm

Left: New displays
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reflect the changes in Internet usage and will be visible from all

types of platforms, including desktop computers, laptops and

tablets, with a separate version for smartphones. 

The new website also offers a first: the decors of all the

different ranges will be available in a full screen room

environment view. It also has videos of the three families

featured in the brochure, along with several installation and

advice videos.

In-store displays have also been given a new look with an

updated Shop in the Shop display programme. Based on the

concept of ‘a true interior experience’, exchangeable

communication panels in the display help to explain in a simple

and clear manner the features of Balterio laminate flooring. 

Consisting of three modules with a total capacity of 80 SKUs

at a width of no more than 3.5m, the stylish light colour of the

new SIS system gives it a very bright look. 

The unique presentation of samples in a horizontal fan 

allows for eye-level, intuitive and easy discovery of all the

decors. A lighting set and accessory drawer are available as an

extra option.

Visit: www.balterio.com

Top: The lifestyle brochure

reveals why three families

bought Balterio flooring

Above: The updated website
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The introduction of Perlana is perhaps

the biggest news of 2013 for Lano,

according to Birger Karlsson, Lano

Carpets UK and Ireland sales manager.

‘We believe this 100% recycled content

fibre offers a more sustainable carpet

with very few real-world drawbacks,’ he

says. 

Made from recycled PET bottles,

Perlana is spun for a fine pin-point finish

to produce a soft and durable carpet. 

‘It is inherently stain-resistant, meaning

that it achieves the ideal combination of

being soft, durable and easy to care for.

Providing years of lasting good looks,

carpets featuring Perlana use warm

wool-like solution-dyed colours, helping

to make them easy to clean and resisting

the effects of traffic and sunlight,’

explains Karlsson.

Perlana has already been introduced to

consumers with the Grandeur range in

the Easy Care Premium family. Available

in 14 natural and rich colours, Grandeur

comes in 4m and 5m widths with 10-year

stain and seven-year wear warranties.

‘The feedback we’ve had from retailers

on our updated wilton collection,

Sumatra, and the new colour banks in

Portman and Corona, has been excellent,’

Karlsson adds.

In 12 shades, Portman’s 100% heat set

solution-dyed polypropylene

construction and anti-soil technology

make it easy to clean and maintain. 

The patterned wilton of Sumatra

features 16 options across seven classic

and contemporary designs. Coordinating

with a host of interior schemes, the

collection is made from 100% Lanoset

two-ply yarn for a tough carpet. 

Corona has also been updated with a

new colour bank, offering a saxony in a

hardwearing 40oz construction. Part of

the Easy Care collection, Corona’s two-ply

yarn brings definition and its 100%

Lanoset polypropylene, delivers

longevity and low

maintenance,

Karlsson says.

Lano works hard

to ensure it brings

retailers a

combination of

style, performance

and value to

appeal to an

audience covering

many age and

income groups, he says. 

‘Thanks to our on-site manufacturing

flexibility, we are able to bring tufted and

woven carpets that bring added value

and this status-quo will not change for

2013. As other manufacturers look to

out-source elements of carpet

Sustainable
story
Lano is introducing green fibres

production, we are particularly proud of

our integrated and versatile approach

and we believe this does give us a clear

advantage as consumers look for more

and more value from their carpet

choices,’ he adds. 

Lano: tel: 00 800 5266 5266

Left: Grandeur

Below: Sumatra

Bottom: Portman
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Broadloom bonanza
Balta is introducing several collections

With six launches already planned for the

first quarter, 2013 looks set to be a big

year for Balta Broadloom as the carpet

manufacturer is turning up the heat on

its StainSafe and Sensit yarn collections.

The popularity of its StainSafe

collection has seen Balta focus on the

depth of products on offer, giving

retailers more scope to capitalise on the

demand for value-driven low

maintenance carpet.

‘With StainSafe Fantasy & Stripes and

StainSafe Shepherd Twist already

achieving sales from the shopfloor and

Gala Edition, Marrakesh Twist, Grand

Slam and Funky Stripes arriving in stores,

the collection is helping retailers to make

the most of stain resistant carpet

through new textures, patterns and

colours,’ says Geert Vanden Bossche, Balta

Group marketing director. ‘With low

maintenance and excellent value,

StainSafe carpets have become

bestselling ranges for many retailers, but

this doesn’t mean we can afford to stand

still.’

With this in mind, its new collections

refresh the StainSafe portfolio with

developments including on-trend stripes

and the wool berber-like Marrakesh Twist.

‘Retailers can be confident that these

collections deliver the very best in style,

with tones such as dark grey graphite,

warm nutmeg and classic cream finding

appeal with homeowners both young

and old,’ says Vanden Bossche.

Available in three designs, the plain

cut-pile twist Baseline, heather cut-pile

twist Dreamliner, and loop and tip

sheared Oneliner, the A Dozen Stripes

range capitalises on the popularity of

stripes in four colourways, while the

Funky Stripes design introduces seven

colour combinations on a similar theme.

Gala Edition adds another string to the

StainSafe bow, providing a 15-year stain

warranty and 10 on-trend tones.

Grand Slam has a pile weight of 2.99kg

per sqm and in a palette of 11 on-trend

shades, offering long-lasting reassurance

thanks to its 20-year stain warranty.

Featuring the super-soft Sensit yarn

that brings StainSafe performance with

heightened luxury, Timeless will also be

rolled out in 2013. The collection features

a 12mm pile height in 13 colours.

Balta, tel: 00 32 56622 211

Right: Marrakesh Twist

Far right: Gala Edition

Below right: Funky Stripes
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Hygienic
Hard wearing
Easy cleaning
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Polishing jewels
Crown Floors is keeping retailers on-trend 

‘We’re keeping our retailers up-to-date

with interior trends through brand new

colour palettes and an exclusive new

range,’ says James Caldwell, Crown Floors

UK sales coordinator. ‘And for those

retailers not already enjoying the

benefits of being a Crown Floors stockist

and a little tight on room, we are also

introducing a new compact lectern.’

Featuring its own lectern that

combines with the existing wall display,

the new and exclusive Dunnottar Castle

is designed to be trouble-free, with 

15-year wear and stain warranties, and

comes in a heavy pile weight for

underfoot comfort. In 10 shades

including striking Royal Red, soft Gold

Dust and neutral Raffia Ribbon,

Dunnottar Castle is firmly in-line with

current colour trends. 

Introduced in 2012 as part of a major

refresh, Alderley Edge has been fine

tuned for 2013 with two additional

shades – striking blue and pink – keeping

the polypropylene range in the minds of

homeowners looking for a fresh take on

deep pile carpet. Backed by seven-year

wear and 10-year stain warranties, the

rejuvenated collection reinforces its

reputation for eye-catching styles.

‘Our striking brand look is reflected in

our carpet collections, making Crown

Floors really stand out in-store,’ says

Caldwell. ‘In a day and age where every

advantage counts and consumers are

greeted by hundreds of brands on a daily

basis, it is even more important that

carpet collections are stamped with an

identity, and given a face and name that

makes them stand out from the

competition. We believe we’ve achieved

this with Crown Floors and hope that

more retailers will make the most of

advantages a strong brand can bring

with our new lectern.’

With designer Alexander Thorpe

spearheading social media activity for

the brand through the interior design

blog on www.crownfloors.co.uk and

Twitter (@ThorpeAlexander), the

company is among the few residential

carpet brands actively engaging with

consumers, driving their interest in the

brand into footfall to stores. 

The Crown Floors Loyalty Club too is

recording successes, with an increasing

number of sales assistants and managers

signing up. Rewarding points for every

square metre of Crown Floors carpet

sold, the club features gifts from major

electronic and DIY brands through to

evenings out and weekend breaks. 

Interested retailers can register 

for the scheme at www.

crownfloorsloyaltyclub.co.uk

Crown Floors: tel: 0800 0773 301 

Above: Crown Floors’ display stand

Right: Kingston Lacy Ivory Bouquet

Inset: Hardwick Hall Queen’s Ivory
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Homing in on demand
Domo continues to add to its ranges

Following hot on the heels of the botanical patterned New
Forest, launched at Domotex and already in stores, Domo
Floorcoverings is bringing to the market New Scorpio, with its
on-trend colours and 15-year stain warranty marking it out as a
range suitable for young, busy homes. Available in 10 colours
ranging from striking red to ocean blue, New Scorpio is
available in a 4m width. Described as cost-effective,
hardwearing and stylish, it achieves a heavy domestic rating.

Domo’s family of twist pile carpets continues to meet
increased demand too, with Gleneagles, Redwood Twist 
and Moonstruck offering comfort and resistance to stains.
Available in 4m and 5m widths, Redwood Twist comes 
in 14 nature influenced shades and can be used in 
hallways, living and dining spaces and the bedroom. 

With a combination of coordinating plain and striped styles,
Clyde & Stripes meets the growing demand for a coordinated
look to carpet. Comprising 11 plain shades and four
complementing bold stripe colourways, the range allows
homeowners to use stripes as a feature floor in stairs and

hallways, achieving a match to adjoining rooms. Made from
100% polypropylene for easy maintenance, Clyde & Stripes is
backed by five-year wear and 10-year stain warranties. 
Domo: tel: 00 32 5533 5211 

New Forest

roman way, crusader park, warminster, BA12 8SP
01985 212117 | sales@con-tempo.com

on tempo manufacturing

• furniture designed in uk • made to order
• manufactured in uk • 4 week delivery
• made to measure • no minimum order

thank you to everyone
who visited our stand at
Interiors uk. We had a
really successful show
and enjoyed meeting you.

Zara
from the

collection

Clyde & Stripes
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‘We’re proud to be flying the flag for 

eco-friendly luxury vinyl flooring and

that we’ve made a huge impact on the

flooring market since Moduleo was

launched in the UK last year,’ says David

Bigland, Moduleo UK and Eire md.

Designed to reflect the unique

patterns and textures found in nature, he

says Moduleo flooring combines the

authenticity and beauty of natural

products with the rugged durability of

vinyl technology. 

Flying the
green flag

Moduleo is keen to highlight its environment-friendly credentials 

The entire Moduleo product range is

designed and manufactured at a state of

the art eco-friendly factory in Belgium.

‘Investment in our own wind farm will

allow our production process to become

entirely energy-independent in the not

too distant future. This means our

customers also benefit from the peace of

mind that their flooring is as nature-

friendly as can be,’ he says.

Moduleo flooring is constructed using

a unique multi-layer technology

formulated to create a hardwearing floor.

Products come in a wide range of

designs and finishes and are available in

both a traditional LVT construction and a

simple to install Click system.

‘We have two product ranges: our

Select range which is ideal for domestic

use and our Transform range which has

been designed specifically for areas of

heavy footfall, including commercial

environments. This means, whatever your

project, we are proud to offer the ideal,

eco-friendly flooring solution,’ adds

Bigland.

Moduleo, tel: 01332 851 500

Far left: Latin Pine

Left: Montreal Oak

Bottom: Country Oak



www.avenuefloors.co.uk

a brand of 

Good enough to eat
With candy colours and popping patterns, The Bubblegum & Liquorice 
collection from Avenue floors is good enough to eat. Available in 17 fresh 
and funky designs and in two widths, the Bubblegum & Liquorice collection 
will make homes a sweeter place to be.

17
styles in

3 & 4m

widths

Dots 001 from the Bubblegum & Liquorice Collection
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IVC Group expands its cushion flooring 

With its Leoline and Avenue brands, IVC Group is a major force

in residential cushion flooring and has become known for its

ability to deliver a blend of style, quality and value. 

With consistent product innovation at the heart of IVC’s

operation, 2013 sees new developments for both Leoline and

Avenue, as the manufacturer responds to emerging interior

trends and an increasingly competitive marketplace, rolling out

displays throughout March.

With a focus on cushion flooring that retains value and stand-

out performance, Leoline is welcoming two new collections to

the fold, with Changing Roomz and Comfort XL. 

The Changing Roomz collection features popular wood

decors and contemporary designs such as Puzzle, Dots, Solid

and Stripe with a 2.8mm gauge product. The collection has the

potential to appeal to homeowners looking for something

modern and fresh for their home. 

The second new collection, Comfortz XL, features bestselling

wood, tile and stone designs with Natural Feel technology and

a 3.8mm gauge. As part of the Family collection, both are

backed by a seven-year warranty. 

For the contemporary and trend-driven Avenue brand,

Titanium XT and Ultimate Design bring fresh attitude to the

collection for 2013. With the capability to deliver in moderate

contract environments such as shops and offices, Titanium XT

offers striking designs, including modern-look woods and

architectural-inspired decors in a performance 2mm gauge and

0.4mm wear layer specification. 

With PU lacquer for low maintenance and scuff resistance, a

Natural Look and Feel surface and Thermoback for heat

insulation, the Ultimate Design collection provides performance

across a range of up-to-the-minute decors. Including ultra-

modern finishes such as Navara, Morgane and Marloes, Ultimate

Design offers a palette across contemporary greys and neutrals,

appealing to a style-conscious audience. 

As part of the Superior collection, both Titanium XT and

Ultimate Design are backed by a 10-year residential warranty.

Avenue displays will be updated with the new collections.

Visit: www.ivcgroup.com

Smooth operator

Below: Avenue’s Bubblegum & Liquorice Dots in White

Right: Leoline’s Changing Roomz Alassio 37

Bottom right: Avenue’s Bubblegum & Liquorice Stripes 75
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‘Helping the nation become deeper sleepers is a key objective

for Sealy in 2013,’ says Neil Robinson, Sealy UK marketing

director. ‘Sealy knows that if you enjoy deeper sleep, your body

is much healthier and, more importantly, happier.’

Sealy believes this simple message will resonate much more

clearly with the public who get confused with all the complex

information they are faced with in stores when choosing a new

bed. 

‘How many thousands of springs should it have? How many

layers or inches of latex or memory foam? What does double

nested pocket springs mean? Most people have absolutely no

idea. Most just want to know the bed is comfortable, suits them

and their partner, is good quality and, most important, will give

them a restfully deep and perfect night’s sleep,’ Robinson says.

‘There is a misconception that all sleep is good, but it’s the

quality as opposed to the quantity that is really the defining

element. It’s possible to have nine or ten hours in bed but 

still wake up feeling like you’ve gone six rounds with Frank

Bruno. However, you can just as easily get only five or six 

hours sleep, but wake up feeling totally refreshed because

Roll in the deep sleep
Keep it simple is Sealy’s approach in helping customers choose the right bed

Sleep Studios are being introduced

Blenheim
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you’ve got to sleep quickly and managed to get to deeper

levels of rapid eye movement sleep for longer. This is the holy

grail of sleep that keeps our bodies healthy and functioning

properly,’ he explains.

Sealy is helping retailers get the message across about the

importance of deeper sleeping by rolling out in-store Sleep

Studios and these will be much in evidence by the time spring

arrives and the clocks go forward on 31 March. 

The studios will carry all the main information about the

benefits of buying a Sealy bed, for example the Posturepedic

Zonal Support System and Smart Fibres technology to 

keep house dust mites at bay and regulate body temperature

while sleeping. 

If the customer wants technical information and know more

about what is going on under the mattress covers, the retailer

has that information to give them. 

‘If they just need simple sleep information and a good quality

bed from a brand they can trust, then we now have that

covered too,’ adds Robinson. 

Sealy, tel: 01697 320 342

Top: Sealy will not overload the customer with

information – unless that is what they want, says

Neil Robinson (above)

Left: Backcare Elite





A poor night’s sleep, where you continually toss and turn, wake

up and drift in and out of sleep, will leave you poorly rested and

un-refreshed.

Because Sealy invest so much in the Science of Sleep and the

tota sleeping environment, we can promise you a better sleep

experience.

Sealy Smart Fibres have been developed to keep you cool, dry

and hypoallergenic (house dust mites are eliminated), and our

zonally constructed mattresses minimise pressure points,

properly align the spine and provide the right level of support

where it is needed most, allowing the body to reach the deeper

levels of sleep and to stay there longer.          

Quality of sleep, as opposed to quantity.

You’ll be seeing a lot more of the DEEPER SLEEPER in 2013, on

posters, in the press and even on the sides of our lorries. To find

out more, phone us on 016973 24403.

All sleep is good for you, but

quality of sleep is as important

as quantity.

www.sealy.co.uk

Get to sleep quicker. Stay asleep longer
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‘Our long established The Classics range is built on more than

60 years of experience promoting timeless comfort through a

range of beds, mattresses and headboards,’ says Claire Fenton,

Silentnight brand manager.

Designed exclusively for independent retailers, sales have

already surpassed expectations, she says. 

‘We are continually looking at how we can invest and work in

partnership with this sector to support their businesses in an

ever changing marketplace. It is important that independent

retailers have a unique offering particularly in terms of product,

promotion and presentation in-store, to compete in this ever-

changing world,’ Fenton explains.

Following the initial showcase at The Bed Show last autumn

the company has invested heavily in supporting its leading

independent stockists with a major roll-out of new products

and POS for Silentnight. 

As part of this programme, dedicated web pages were set up

for stockists that have helped to promote the Diamond and The

Classics ranges and drive additional footfall into these stores. 

‘We also supported the Diamond launch with a major

national press campaign, which was supported by the £100

trade-in promotion which proved extremely popular with both

the trade and end consumers,’ Fenton adds.

This month The Classics, which has become well established

for its Miracoil spring system, will be extended strengthening

the company’s pocket spring offer as well as introducing new

storage options and additional fabric colours. 

The extension will be supported by a national campaign

offering a free storage upgrade promotion of up to four

drawers, including the new Ottoman storage option, with divan

set purchases.

Visit: www.silentnight.co.uk

Classical expansion
Silentnight’s The Classics

is to get new models 

The Ottoman option will be included in the promotion

Consumers will be offered up to four storage drawers



Our long-established Classics collection has just been upgraded with a new range
of pocket-sprung mattresses to meet growing demand in the market. To complement
the new mattresses, we’ve upgraded our sprung divan bases and introduced the clever 
Ottoman storage solution. And to support these developments, we’re running a new 
consumer promotion, offering FREE* storage, with our compliments.

To find out more about the new Classics collection and “with our compliments” 
promotion please contact your local area manager or our dedicated customer contact 
centre on 01282 851111.

* Terms and conditions apply.

NEW
pocket 
models 
now available

Ottoman

A classic upgrade
We’ve upgraded our Classics collection and are offering FREE* storage

The secret to 
a great night’s sleep
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A touch
of luxury
Hush-a-Bye and Gainsborough Beds have expanded their offerings

The latest additions to the Hush-a-Bye range are the

Diadem and Visco Superb beds.

Diadem from the Natural Collection offers a single

deck 1,700 pocket spring count, available in a choice

of tensions with layers of upholstery fillings

including cotton, wool and silk. It is finished with a

Belgian damask and two rows of side stitching and is

available with an extensive range of base options

and colours.

The Visco Superb is the top of the range option in

Hush-a-Bye’s new Reviver Collection. It has a 1,700

pocket spring unit and 65mm of top grade

viscoelastic memory foam together with a hand-

tufted finish. There is a choice of option bases,

including fabrics.

Gainsborough Beds has also added to its

collections. Heading the Super Luxury range of

hand-made beds is the Jermyn. The mattress

contains more than 4,100 pocket springs all overlaid

with loose upholstery fillings including cashmere,

mohair, wool and cotton. Three rows of traditional

hand side-stitching complete the mattress, which is

available in a variety of linen fabric designs in a

selection of colours to complete the look.

Earlham is part of the four-strong Super Luxury

range and features a mattress with more than 3,600

pocket springs, all overlaid with loose upholstery

fillings – including hair, wool, silk, and cotton felt –

and three rows of hand side-stitching. The divan is

produced using linen fabrics in a selection of colours

and European style headboards complete the

package.

Hush-a-Bye, tel: 01225 779 135

Gainsborough Beds, tel: 01225 779 132

Left: Gainsborough’s Jermyn

Below: Gainsborough’s Earlham

Above: Hush-a-Bye’s Diadem  Below: Hush-a-Bye’s Visco-Superb
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Comfort at
the double
Hypnos’ latest models have a
two-part sleeping system

Winner of the National Bed Federation’s Bed Manufacturer of
the Year 2011 award and more recently a Manufacturing Guild
Mark, luxury bed specialist Hypnos has been hand-making
bespoke, made-to-measure beds in the UK for more than 100
years.

Internationally renowned as the leading expert in making
handcrafted pocket spring mattresses, Hypnos, the first carbon-
neutral bed maker, believes in quality, comfort and detailed
hand-tailoring above all. A Royal Warrant further reinforces the
company’s reputation for service excellence and the best of
British design and quality. As the only active bed supplier to the
Royal household, Hypnos is a committed supporter of the
Campaign for Wool. 

New for 2013 is the Pillow Turn collection, comprising Pocket
Turn and Luxury Turn. Both beds feature a two-part sleeping
system, a pillow-top style but with a zipped and removable
non-turn topper connecting to the mattress core. While the
mattress is the supporting foundation, the topper acts as the
primary comfort layer, offering a sumptuously soft and
comfortable cushion and sleeping surface above the mattress.  

The topper can be shaken to plump up the natural fillings
and rejuvenate the sleeping surface. Unlike other pillow-top
style mattresses, the mattress core can be turned and rotated to
help care for the natural fillings and to maximise the life and
comfort of the mattress.

With a hand-tufted finish, the Pillow Turn topper features a
sleeping surface with a silver infused, 100% cotton, stretch knit
fabric. This offers a soft and luxurious feel, while the silver
treatment provides a natural resistance to bacteria and dust
mites, creating a fresh and hygienic sleeping environment.

In addition, the Luxury Turn topper includes luxurious white

hair and British wool while the Pocket Turn topper includes
British wool and CushionPockets, a new patented pocket spring
system from Hypnos. With three active turns, this heat-treated
and low-height pocket spring system instantly recognises the
body’s individual imprint and gently cradles the body for a
calming sleeping experience.

Both beds use the same mattress core featuring a nested
ReActive pocket spring system. With its eight active turns, the
system offers instant and maximum supportive comfort. The
mattresses are finished with three rows of hand side-stitching.

Hypnos will be among the Warrant Holders attending the
Coronation Festival from 11-14 July, showcasing its latest bed
range to 60,000 visitors to the Buckingham Palace Gardens. 
Visit: www.hypnosbeds.com

Above: Hypnos’ Pillow Turn Luxury Turn
Right: Hypnos’ Pillow Turn Pocket Turn



Celeste. 3000 Pocket. Eco Dream Collection.
• Non turn mattress.
• With 75mm. Visco Memory Foam.
• Ultra soft Double jersey Fabric.
• Micro Quilted Design.
• Hypo Allergenic.
• Available in six colours.

Dreamland Beds UK Ltd.
Unit 4, Bertha Road

Greet, Tyseley

Birmingham  B11 2NN

Telephone 0121 771 3663

Email: orders@dreamlandbeds.co.uk

DreamLand
Beds

www.healthiposture.co.uk



T: 01844 348200  |  E: sleep@hypnosbeds.com  |  www.hypnosbeds.com

Best of British

The pursuit of perfection – beautiful handcrafted pocket spring beds,

with a Royal Seal of Approval and a 10 year guarantee.

Proud to have been awarded the prestigious Manufacturing Guild Mark,

another mark of excellence, Hypnos provide retailers with the industry’s

best tailored mattresses and divans; sublime comfort; responsible and

sustainable designs; a strong consumer brand and excellent support.

Don’t miss out – try the new Pillow Turn and Pocket Latex Collections today!
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The latest accessories to complete a look

The Wood Works Masterpiece

collection from Integra includes

five finial designs: Phoenix

(pictured), Elizabethan Orb,

Byzantine, Chantilly and Regency

Urn and three finishes. 

Visit: www.integra-products.co.uk

Authentic Models’ set

of three pins is

finished in distressed 

honey with 

red, blue and yellow 

accents to add a 

touch of whimsy to a

classic room.

Charming, fun decor

helps you reminisce

about playing bocce

during your French

holiday. 

Visit: www.

authenticmodels.com

Boca do Lobo’s Root

mirror is composed of

10 different sized grey

mirrors in rusted

goldleaf finished frames

and constructed in an

overlapping pattern. 

Visit: www.bocadolobo.com

Dressing
rooms

Sunlover’s latest patterned blackout blinds are Floral Trail, Spring Bloom

and Daisy. Floral Trail (pictured) is a modern take on the traditional floral

design while Spring Bloom has a striking floral pattern. Both are

available in three colours – Mulberry, Teal and Red. Daisy features a

colourful retro daisy pattern inspired by the floral designs of the 1970s. 

Visit: www.sunloverblinds.co.uk

The Portfolio Collection’s art range has been

increased with exclusive designs by Loraine Burgon. 

Visit: www.theportfoliocollection.com
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Artisanti’s Filigree square mirror is brimming with opulence

with its decorative bronze finish metalwork frame. The

ornamental cutouts in the frame play with the light creating a

complex metallic pattern. 

Visit: www.artisanti.com 

Solid aluminium bookends 

with polished finish from 

Sweetpea & Willow. 

Visit: www.sweetpeaandwillow.com 

The Printorium is the latest project by MinaLima, the graphic

design duo of the Harry Potter film series. Limited edition

artwork is printed in the UK on Hahnemuhle archive fine art

paper using pigment inks on 308gsm pure cotton, acid free

paper to ensure a durability of 200 years. Each print is

numbered and embossed. 

Visit: www.theprintorium.com

The Airport

Destination Board

print from Betsy Benn

is customisable with

up to 13 destinations

or message such as

Boarding.  

Visit: www.

betsybenn.co.uk

Prestigious Textiles’ Stardom sets the scene for high-impact interiors with its selection of

innovative graphics. The collection comes in a series of powerful palettes, reflecting the

drama created by the huge pixelated flowerheads, dazzling zigzags, painterly cross-stripes

and abstract geometrics. 

Tel: 01274 688 448
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Right from the bridge of a 1940s Navy destroyer...
heavy cast bronze and aluminum, it must be
nautical. Is part of its appeal that it’s
just engineered, not designed?
Form follows function...balanced on a
surveyor’s tripod. Looking like
a million dollars, it smells of salt and
sea while managing to convey cool
and modern. It’s salvage, 
vintage salvage. And it translates
into sophisticated home décor.

AM UK
24 Lintot Square, 
Fairbank Road, Southwater,
West Sussex RH13 9LA
Phone    01403-734999
Fax        01403-734888
info@am-uk.eu
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A helping hand
Two retailers explain the benefits they get from being a buying group member

EJ Carpets in Forest Hill, south London,

has been a member of Greendale since

1990, but had not thought about joining

the buying group until a sales rep

suggested it.

‘One of the reps said we should be in a

buying group as we’d get better terms,’

says Gary Freeman, EJ Carpets director. 

He asked the rep which group he

would join? ‘He said, there’s only one he’d

consider and that’s Greendale. So we

approached them and got in. We didn’t

even consider the others.’

About a fifth of the store’s sales are

Greendale products, with the group and

Furlong Carpets vying as the main

supplier. ‘What I like about the products

is that they’re all demarked. It gives you a

bit of exclusivity which certainly helps if

people are out there pushing prices.’ 

Over the years it has developed with

Furlong on the lower end. 

‘Greendale has changed over the years

and the service is very good, but we still

associate lower end products with

Furlong and we can have it tomorrow.

We try to push Greendale first where

possible,’ he says.

Freeman reckons the main benefits of

membership are: ‘Exclusivity on the

ranges, rather than us have to debrand it.

Price is obviously quite a factor. And if

you’ve got a problem there is always

someone among the members who can

help you out. 

‘Presentation is very important. The

days of handwritten labels and the shop

stacked with sample books are gone and

the group certainly helps us to present

things. It could be better in some

instances. More POS would be nice,

window posters and display boards for

example,’ he says. 

‘It pays us to be in a group and I still

think Greendale is the best one.’ ���

Gary Freeman EJ Carpets is in Forest Hill, south London

Greendale products account for 20% of sales
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While EJ Carpets prepares to celebrate

its 40th anniversary next year, Hudson

Flooring has yet to reach its first birthday,

opening in Sevenoaks, Kent, last May. 

Hudson used membership of

Greendale to help develop its bespoke

display units, one of the services offered

by the group.

Hudson owner Tom Hudson, was

previously manager at another

Greendale member and knew the

advantages of buying group

membership. ‘I spent 18 months

researching the business plan and

approached the buying groups and

researched them all,’ he says.

For Hudson, Greendale’s Hereford

stockholding facilities and the

debranding were the deciding factors.

‘It’s very helpful for competing with

local retailers. Mrs Smith can’t fall in love

with a carpet and buy it elsewhere. That

gives us a much fairer chance of getting

the order because it’s very easy for

anyone to say they’ll do it for £100 less

and get the order but if they can’t trace

the product that’s much, much more

helpful.’

Hudson’s clientele is upper end and

perhaps shop around less, but many still

want a good deal. The margin Greendale

membership allows is often £2-£3 a sqm

more affordable than buying it directly

from the manufacturer. 

‘We can pick and choose to have that

as additional profit or being a bit more

competitive and we can judge that on an

individual basis,’ he explains.

‘In the current climate I think you’d be

mad not to join a buying group that

gives you some form of protection. You

need protection with the debranding,

the support of the group and the

community of the other members. 

‘A lot of retailers worry about joining a

buying group, thinking that the group is

going to interfere but it’s as much or as

little as you want it to be. If you’re going

to put the investment in you need to

reap the benefits.’ 

Greendale products make up a major

proportion of the store’s carpet offer and

Hudson is full of praise for Greendale

sampling. 

‘The sample books have improved

dramatically on the previous presenter

books, they look good together and I can

fit a vast array of them on and in the

display. I like to have a good selection

without ugly piles of them,’ he adds.

Hudson Flooring opened in May 2012

Tom Hudson and salesman Alastair Hamilton

Greendale helped develop Hudson’s bespoke display stands
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There are plenty of

fresh looks for 2013

Kährs’ Spirit range of 10mm one-strip wood

floors includes the Rugged and Unity

collections. Made from sustainable timber, the

two collections offer a total of 11 new designs.

Rugged features rustic grained timber with a

micro-bevelled edge and hand-scraped

surface finish, while Unity has a more even

woodgrain, a prominent bevelled edge and a

brushed surface. Pictured is Unity Arctic Oak. 

Tel: 023 9245 3045

Parquet in a herringbone pattern is the most

popular classic flooring, familiar from castles,

museums and large halls. Parador has now

introduced it as laminate for quick and easy

installation. Pictured is Trendtime 8 Oak

Versailles Natural. 

Visit: www.en.parador.eu

Walk the

planks

With a natural surface texture, the Haro retro-brushed planks clearly

demonstrate that they come from the forest without artificial intervention.

The raised knots make the floors look and feel naturally beautiful. 

Visit: www.haro.com

Berry has added 14 designs to its Original collection, from soft oaks to rustic

oaks with cracks. Original has a class 33 rating. Pictured is Copenhagen Oak. 

Visit: www.berryalloc.com



PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
Carpet Cushion Paper

This is the latest addition to our revamped range
of products. A 100kgm3 density product finished
off in a distinctive printed crepe paper to one side
& the other in a polyester spunbond.

Available in March from your local distributor or
contact Ezi Floor.

All our underlay products are manufactured in the UK

Benefits include :
• Higher tensile strength
• Easy to cut
• Excellent thermal insulation properties

Ezi Floor Ltd
Units 1&2 Airedale Buisness Park

Royd Ings Avenue
Keighley  BD21 4BY
info@ezifloor.co.uk

Softstep Film
Density: 85 kgm3

Top: Printed Film
Bottom: Plain Film
Thickness: 8mm, 10mm & 12mm
Application: General Domestic

Carpet Cushion Spunbond
Density: 85 kgm3

Top: Printed Spunbonded Polyester
Bottom: Plain Spunbonded Polyester
Thickness: 8mm, 10mm & 12mm
Application: General Domestic

Carpet Cuhsion Paper
Density: 100 kgm3

Top: Printed Crepe Paper
Bottom: Plain Spunbond Polyester
Thickness: 9mm & 11mm
Application: General Domestic/ Light Commercial

Air Cushion Spunbond
Density: 100 kgm3

Top: Printed Spunbonded Polyester
Bottom: Plain Spunbonded Polyester
Thickness: 9mm & 11mm
Application: General Domestic/ Light Commercial

Finess Paper
Density: 145 kgm3

Top: Printed White Crepe Paper
Bottom: Plain Spunbonded Polyester
Thickness: 11mm
Application: Luxury Domestic & Commercial

Softstep HD Contract 9mm
Density: 145 kgm3

Top: Printed Film
Bottom: Plain Film
Thickness: 9mm
Application: Double Stick

PRODUCT RANGE
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When you’ve invested in the latest minimalist flatscreen TV, it’s

natural to want a stand that reflects its looks. Iconic TV Stands’

Obelisk range is designed to do just that.

The Obelisk 1500 cabinet is wide enough to hold three

components and has high gloss black sides with a piano black

toughened safety glass top permanently bonded to the cabinet

to ensure it is scratch resistant. 

It includes two infra red friendly soft-close black doors and at

500mm deep has storage space to keep equipment and DVD

collections hidden, and dust free. The three sections have

adjustable glass shelves, while optional castors are provided.

The Obelisk 1500 is suitable for flatscreen TVs up to 60in.

For TVs up to 50in there is the Obelisk 1100 that has legs

allowing for easy cleaning and giving it a ‘floating’ appearance.

The Acacia 1100 is suitable for TVs up to 50in and the 800 for

TVs up to 37in. 

Iringa is a wave cantilever stand that is suitable for TVs up to

50in and has a swivel bracket with 15degree movement to

either side.

Previously specialising in designing and developing OEM

television stands for TV manufacturers such as Sharp, Daewoo

and Tatung, Iconic’s Manchester factory produces more than

150,000 units a year.

Iconic, tel: 0161 728 2297

Big screen players
Iconic’s stands house the latest large TV designs

Iringa

Obelisk 1500Acacia 1100



Finish 0.90m x 45
Per Carton

2.70m x 15
Per Tube

Metal Edgings

Extra Wide Coverstrip
Aluminium

Gold

The widest coverstrip in the range is designed to cover difficult joins between any floor coverings. Includes fixings.

Gives a smooth transition down to resilient floorings. Quick and easy to use small vinyl adhesive plate

Ideal for wood/laminate where a self adhesive fixing is required. Quick and easy to use

Gives a smooth transition down to resilient floorings. Quick and easy to use

Z - Bar
Aluminium

Gold

Gives a neat transition between laminate/smooth flooring and adjacent stretch carpet installation.

Dual Edge
Aluminium

Gold

The industry standard with a full 20mm top and 50mm base, available in high lustre finishes in both gold and silver, typically 

used to robustly join two carpets.

Carpet Edge

Gold

£39.99

£42.99

£39.99

£42.99

£ 32.99

£36.99

£ 32.99

£36.99

£27.99

£30.99

£27.99

£30.99

£22.99

£24.99

£22.99

£24.99

Finish 0.90m x 45
Per Carton

2.70m x 15
Per Tube

Finish 0.90m x 45
Per Carton

2.70m x 15
Per Tube

Finish 0.90m x 45
Per Carton

2.70m x 15
Per Tube

Finish 0.90m x 45
Per Carton

2.70m x 15
Per Tube

This profile provides a neat, attractive edging at doorways and other unprotected edges of carpets that are adjacent to vinyl

Coverstrip

Aluminium

Aluminium

Gold

£22.99

£24.99

£22.99

£24.99

Suitable for use with all types of carpet. High lustre finish in both gold and silver. The angled ribs extruded on the underside

lock into the carpet pile and draw the two edges together when the strip is screwed to the floor, fixings included.

Self -adhesive Vinyl Edge Finish 2.70m x 10
Per Tube

Matt Silver
Matt Gold

£39.99
£44.99

Self-adhesive Angle Edge

Finish 2.70m x 10
Per Tube

Matt Silver
Matt Gold

Unit 1 Airedale Business Park, Royd Ings Avenue, Keighley, BD21 4BY  sales@floorstar.co.uk

Floorstar reserve the right without any notice to amend the specification of the above materials.

Self -adhesive Nosing Edge
Matt Silver
Matt Gold

£42.99
£47.99

£39.99
£44.99

Finish 2.70m x 10
Per Tube

8mm

42mm

28mm

20mm

50mm

6.8mm

9mm

37mm

37mm

8mm 10mm

43mm

9mm

25mm

61mm

Discounts available for bulk purchases
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Authentic Models expanded its range of steamer trunks

including tables and a bar. The canvas covered models have

brass hardware and varnished hardwood slats. The Sopwith

propeller has its serial number punched around the hub while

its hand-carved mahogany rocking horse – with a handmade

saddle and tack of bridle leather – was reintroduced.

Bluebone’s introductions included Restoration Vintage. Based

on painted Provence tables, it features cast aluminium legs

highlighting the individuality of handmade pieces and has a

pine top in Vintage stain and Antique White finish on the side.

The Swedish Rattan collection features bold black or white

REVIEW

Hot stuff
It may have been cold outside but visitors

were warmed by the array of products on

offer at the NEC

detailing and the Waldorf oak occasional range has a retro style.

Con-Tempo introduced the painted Lusso bedroom range,

featuring the same products as Impello, and the Ora bedroom

and dining collection.

Exclusive UK’s launches included the Midas marble dining set,

Vision with bevelled glass and walnut veneer, Tempo with a

marble base and glass top including a coffee, lamp, console and

dining tables and Chic which combines marble and veneer.

Ipea launched its Lunaudio audio system for beds and sofas.

Only 57mm in depth it can be fitted into headboards and arms.

iPhones, iPods, MP3 players and SD cards can be used to play

the music through speakers and at the same time Lunaudio will

charge the connected devices. A Bluetooth only version

– Ikaudio is also available.

Julian Bowen introduced a host of products: Picasso is a

modular cube bookcase in four sizes; Crantock, a compact

dining set with folding chairs stored inside the table; Katrina,

Miah and Sophie (with crystal-effect finials) metal bedsteads in

white; Leona oak bedstead; Georgina bedstead with a stone

white lacquered finish and the Optika faux leather 

Right: Julian Bowen’s Optika

Below: Whitehead’s Logan

Bottom right: Porcelana’s Quebec



The Cambridge, a luxurious riser recliner offers the highest degree 
of comfort and mobility. Upholstered in a classic patterned fabric 

and fitted with an easy to use rise and recline mechanism, the 
Cambridge has been designed with relaxation and ease of use as a 
priority. With its traditional shape and neutral colour scheme it’s 

perfect for any home setting.

Cambridge Riser Recliner

Cambridge Fixed 2 Seater
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bedstead has the option of a built-in 26in or 32in LED TV/DVD.

Kaydian Design introduced two TV beds suitable for 40in

models: the side opening ottoman storage Windermere in

cappuccino fabric and Winn, a leather model with curved

headboard. Both come in double, king and super king sizes.

Sienna is a two-drawer storage bed while Accent is an end

opening ottoman model and Buttons a single side opening

ottoman storage model.

Kaydian also introduced its first mattress collection. The

Evospring mattresses allow air to circulate, have removable

washable covers and non-collapse surrounds.

Kozeesleep’s Diamond Collection includes the 9,000 Carat

with 9,000 pocket springs, silk, cashmere and lambswool fillings

and side-stitching. iFibre is a crimped vertical fibre to provide

greater support in three models, including a layer on top for

increased firmness.

M Line showed its Slow Motion mattresses and pressure

relieving pillows and unveiled plans for its UK consumer

advertising campaign in home interest, sports and health

magazines.

One Call Furniture introduced the Duo bedroom, a matte

white with textured oak finish and Flute, a textured ivory

design. Both are part of the Visualise collection. It also

introduced a slider for the Avola Premium Plus range, available

in all colours, and upgraded it to soft-close doors and

drawers.

Oristo showed off its latest bathroom furniture, 

including Retro.

Parker Knoll’s Penshurst rise chair features a

discreet lift mechanism while Oxley is a

contemporary compact version of Stamford.

TCS’ Royal Coil mattress collection has four

models, including one designed to have two comfort

toppers. It is backed by a selection of bedsteads and

headboards.

TFW reintroduced the Waring & Gillow brand with the

Oristo’s Retro Authentic Models’ Poloclub trunk bar

Bluebone’s Swedish Rattan

Sasaki's full body massage

Series 3 recliner 



THE
CHATEAUCollect ion

20%
OFF

Introductory Floor Discount

On orders over £1000

Each piece is badged to show 
its authenticity.

Concealed Top Drawers  
on all chests.

Hand crafted with great  
attention to detail.

The Chateau Bedroom Collection has 
been enhanced and re-launched under 
the Waring and Gillow brand and is now 
back in stock for all to enjoy.

www.waringandgillow.co.uk
www.tfw.co.uk

T: 020 8285 6910
E:sales@tfw.co.uk

Please quote ref: INWG01
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solid oak Chateau bedroom collection. Based on an 18th

century design, it is available from stock.

UK-CF expanded its Cityscape collection with smaller,

modular designs featuring opaque ‘Beamthru’ glass.

Whitehead Designs’ introductions included the contemporary

Arundel, Kendleston knole and Logan high backed chair. 

Willis & Gambier debuted dining ranges Rochester in

rustic, French styling and Gloucester with turned

legs; the Maine painted bedroom collection

with a slight Shaker look; added to

Antionette including a mirror and

six-drawer chest and Cordoba, a version

of Plantation with a lighter finish.

Wiemann’s Bolero, in walnut and Sahara finish, was one of 11 launches

Oriental Carpet

and Rugs expanded Noble

House with Pebbles

Visit: www.authenticmodels.com

Bluebone, tel: 0161 330 8959

Con-Tempo: 01985 213 222

Exclusive, tel: 01295 701114

Visit: www.ipea.it

Julian Bowen, tel: 01623 727 374

Kaydian, tel: 0191 271 2118

Kozeesleep, tel: 1924 526789

M Line, tel: 07714 340 141

OCR, tel: 01782 747 713

Visit: www.1cfl.co.uk

Visit: www.oristo.pl

Parker Knoll, tel: 01773 604 121

Visit: www.porcelana-cmielow.pl

Sasaki, tel: 01908 322 888

Visit: www.tcsimports.com

Visit: www.tfw.co.uk

Visit: www.uk-cf.co.uk

Whitehead, tel: 0115 972 5056

Wiemann, tel: 01482 635 283

Willis & Gambier, tel: 0845 606 7004

TCS’s Royal Coil Opulence

One Call’s Avola slider



EXCEL 
LONDON 
19-21 MAY

2013

As part of London’s exciting new contract event, The May Design Series, 
INTERIORS LDN presents the most inspirational interiors products for the mid-to high-end market.

Register now for your free ticket quoting invitation code INT13. 
www.interiorsldn.com

Organised by
/ PART OF THE 
MAY DESIGN SERIES 
/ 19-21 
MAY 2013 
EXCEL LONDON
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Personal combinations
Gautier’s Artigo living and dining collection allows its modular

units to be combined to personalise the room.

The column units are wall-mounted or freestanding and have

three door finishes – wood, lacquered or glazed – with depths

of 40cm and 45cm.

Other pieces include a bookcase with a choice of depths, 

low TV unit with drop leaf, low storage unit with two 

drawers, wall shelf, rectangular coffee table, three-door 

cabinet, sideboard, dining table with brushed stainless steel

base and two extension leaves and a beech dining chair with a

choice of three seat covers: chocolate, taupe or white.

Each element can be combined with and adjusted to fit the

rest of the collection. It is available in a smoked walnut finish 

for a fashionable retro look, or in light oak, for a bright, more

modern feel.

The Odea wardrobe collection has been updated with new

door designs while Alisa is a modern white bedroom collection

including lighting in the headboard and a prism patterned

finish adding depth.

Visit: www.gautier.co.uk

Top: Artigo has a

smoked walnut or

light oak finish

Right: Odea has new

door designs

COMPANY

SPOTLIGHT

GAUTIER



www.longeatonguild.co.uk
Te l : 0 1 1 5  9 2 2  2 5 4 2

Spring
LONG POINT

1 3 t h - 1 5 t h  M ay  2 0 1 3

Unit 10 Delta Trading Estate, Bilston Road
Wolverhampton WV2 2QD

New for
2013

•UK Stock

• Other colours
available

• NoMin. Order

• Fast Delivery

Cubic
£69.00

Paris
£69.00

Jack
£99.00

Sophie
£99.00

tel: 01902 459898 fax: 01902 455590
To place an order please email: sales@harmonyfurnishings.co.uk
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Voyage of discovery
Foreign and UK buyers alike made the most of January’s Home show

Home and sister show Top Drawer

attracted almost 14,000 visitors including

buyers from 57 countries.

‘Home and Top Drawer are great

shows. I had the chance to catch up with

some of our current contacts but I also

secured some great new suppliers, which

I am very excited about. A very successful

trip all round,’ says Beth Hickson, home

buyer at Lane Crawford, Hong Kong.

‘I really enjoyed my visit to Home and

Top Drawer. It was a great opportunity to

discover brands and artists I had not seen

before. There was variety in the products

on show and I left feeling inspired,’ says

Doris Pietrek, director of product

development and global sourcing: home

at Anthropologie, New York.

‘We greatly enjoyed our recent visit to

Home and Top Drawer. It gave us the

opportunity to connect with current

suppliers and find some new potential

vendors. We left inspired by what we saw

both at the showgrounds and in stores

around London,’ says Pamela Shaw,

product manager – retail division of The

Museum of Modern Art, New York.

But it was not just overseas buyers at

Home, with an 11% increase in UK

furniture and soft furnishing retailers

visiting. These included Amazon,

Bentalls, The British Museum Company,

Cath Kidston, Debenhams, Emma

Bridgewater, Fenwick, Fortnum & Mason,

Habitat, Harrods, Harvey Nichols, Heal’s,

House of Fraser, Jarrold, John Lewis,

Laura Ashley, Liberty, Marks & Spencer,

Notonthehighstreet.com, Selfridges,

Skandium, The Conran Shop and TK

Maxx.

Home was also the place to discover

upcoming interior trends, with an

expanded kitchen and dining area

including the launch of the Jamie Oliver

Jme Collection and Scandinavian style

kitchenware collections from Stelton,

Forma House and Iittala.

The trend of resurgent British brands

was also evident including one of the

show’s highlights, The Hemingway

Home, which won the Home 2013 Award

for Best Stand over 24sqm. 

A pop-up, fully-functioning 

bungalow, the Hemingway Home was

‘I secured
some great
new
suppliers’
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fitted out with Hemingway Design’s 

re-interpretations of iconic brands, such

as G Plan and Graham & Brown. Royal

Doulton, also exhibited several new

collections that were very much

designed for today.

Ella Doran returned to Home with her

latest collection of distinctive gifts and

accessories for the home. In a new

collaboration with rug retailer

WovenGround, Doran moved beyond the

flat, printed surface with a carved wool

rug based on her award-winning Geo

design and with the Ella Doran Natural

Collection, a range of hyacinth and rati

rugs. She also launched the Bikes range,

featuring imagery and repeat patterns

developed from photographs of bikes in

London bringing together Scandinavian-

inspired cheerfulness and an

unmistakably British, edgy look.

The Homegrown zone, once again

proved to be a highlight. For many

Homegrown exhibitors, this was their

debut trade show and included textile

company Waffle, wallpaper designer

Jessica Hogarth Designs and Outline

Works, whose stylish solution for bike

storage, Trophy, won it the Home 2013

Award for Best Product.

Luminosity lighting designer Clare

Norcross won the Home 2013 Award for

Best Newcomer while the award for Best

Small Stand went to HAM.

‘I felt that the quality and curation of

Home was particularly strong this year,

and was a great starting block to the

buying season, for design and

homeware. The Homegrown talent was a

welcome addition to the show, offering

an alternative to the more commercial

products, and support to British design

and manufacture,’ says Michelle Alger,

Mydeco.com creative and commercial

director who judged the awards with

Theo Williams, John Lewis head of

design.

Next year’s event will be boosted by

the launch of Craft, launched in response

to increasing demand from retailers

searching for high quality products with

provenance, and will be home to more

than 100 leading designer-makers.

Visit: www.home-london.net

‘A great
opportunity
to discover
brands and
artists I had
not seen
before’

Buyers from 57 countries attended
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There was a good

feeling at January’s NEC

event with almost 70,000

retailers and 300,000

product launches ���

Proof
positive

Consumer centric
Oriental Carpets and Rugs launched

Hong Kong, Oxford and Cambridge

while showcasing trade favourites such

as the Heritage and Sable ranges,

demonstrating its current brand ethos

of combining industry classics with

contemporary, forward-thinking

designs.

‘A new brand direction is another

reason OCR is becoming a seasoned

and much-anticipated exhibitor. With

fresh ranges to unveil, high end images

to shoot, a new brochure to be

published and innovative

developments to the website in the

pipeline, it leads to a more consumer-

centric direction for OCR, while also

remaining one of the trade leaders in

the importing of quality rugs with an

impeccable, yet personable, tailor-

made service,’ says a company

spokesman. 

‘Spring Fair 2013 was a fantastic

networking mechanism, and in fact led

to a number of high profile buyers

expressing an interest in the company.

OCR prides itself on being among the

leaders of rug importers with

connections and customers from far

afield, believing it imperative to have a

presence at these shows in order to

maintain our position as one of the

market leaders in the industry. The sky

is the limit with our rugs and 2013 is

shaping up to be a turning point for us,

and we wouldn’t want retailers to miss

out on the journey.’

OCR, tel: 01782 747 713

Capri 4047 Union Grey is one of OCR’s most popular machine-made rugs 

Sable Cream is another OCR bestseller

The new wool Oxford OX-10 Black Grey 
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Some 68,116 visitors attended the

show, an increase of 6%, as 3,000

exhibitors launched an estimated

300,000 products.

Signs of economic recovery were

indicated by the Spring Fair Retail

Barometer, which revealed 82% of

retailers forecast growth in 2013 and an

improvement in consumer confidence. 

‘The positive atmosphere at the show

bodes well for the retail trade in 2013

and beyond, demonstrating the

resilience of our nation’s shopkeepers

and their determination to breathe new

life into the economy in the year ahead,’

says Sarah Mclaughlin, Spring Fair

International portfolio director.

Mclaughlin says retailers placed

healthy orders with exhibitors. More than

£2bn of business is forecast to be

generated by participating companies.

Throughout the show the emphasis

was on innovation and creativity

including the new Design Lab area,

which provided buyers with a hotbed of

creative talent. 

‘With so many British companies

exhibiting, it was fantastic to see the

strength of their product – something

that was unilaterally praised by the

buyers in attendance from across the

globe,’ says Mclaughlin. 

‘We hope that the optimism of the

sector observed at Spring Fair is a true

reflection of the performance of the high

street over the year to come,’ she adds.

Visit: www.springfair.com

The emphasis was on

innovation



furnitureworld

Manufacturer of
Pine and Melamine Furniture

All furniture is factory
assembled and delivered
direct to the customer

Call now for details

t: 023 807 79033
f: 023 805 7198

www.furnitureworlduk.co.uk
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Fibre optic
All eyes were on

the latest trends

Above: Englisch

Dekor’s Vintage

‘animal skin’ fabric

Visit: www.englisch.at

Left: Gardisette’s

Beauty

Visit: www.

gardisette.de

Right: Studio Ditte’s

Porcelain Blue

wallpaper and

bedlinen

Visit: www.

studioditte.com

Below: Vossen’s

Vienna

Visit: www.

vossen.com

Bottom right:

Trident’s towels use

Smartfiber’s Smartcel

technology

Visit: www.

tridentindia.com

www.smartfiber.de
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Above: Fresh!’s Home

Visit: www.freshhomecollection.com

Above right: Christy’s Indonesia 

Visit: www.christy-home.com

Right: Wind’s Nature

Visit: www.wind.be

Below: Prestigious Textiles’ Urban

Shadow Willow

Visit: www.prestigious.co.uk

Bottom right: Christian

Fischbacher’s Madeleine

Visit: www.fischbacher.com
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Eyes on Italy
Milan will once again be the centre

of the furnishing world both at Rho

and the city centre
Visit: www.cosmit.it

www.fuorisalone.it

www.superstudioevents.com

Windfall will introduce the

Jewel Five crystal chandelier

Busnelli’s F.t.b. is the modern

reinterpretation of Vincenzo De

Cotiis, a bookcase originally

designed by Jacopo Gardella in 1980

Nodus will debut several rugs, including

Luca Nichetto’s Regata Storica, evoking

Venetian rowing races 

Cantiero’s launches will include the 1950s

inspired Elettra in solid American walnut

98 Interiors Monthly March 2013

Modus’s launches will

include the steam

bent Norse chair by

Simon Pengelly

Kenzo’s introductions will

include the Nikko bed



Sales Managers
Required

We are looking for well connected, enthusiastic,
self motivated regional sales managers to join our
manufacturing business in the UK promoting our

range of PU underlays.

Successful applicants should have a proven 
track record with key responsibilities of 

developing the existing customer base and 
exploring new opportunities in the contract, retail

and wholesale market. 

Areas: Scotland (including Ireland), 
Midlands, Manchester to Oxford, South East 

to South West.

Package to be negotiated

Please apply in writing with CV to Ana Ayyaz

Address:
Ezi Floor
Units 1A & B
Airedale Business Park, 
Keighley, BD21 4BY

Or by email to:
sales@ezifloor.co.uk



Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS 
1 Diner orders 
5 Capital of Norway 
9 Closes
14 Corona fruit 
15 Longstanding argument 
16 Japanese gateway 
17 River in central Europe 
18 Defence group since 1949 
19 Grant portrayer 
20 Cluster 
23 I could ___ horse! 
24 Stimpy’s pal 
25 Horse like animal, term of insult 
28 Writing implements 
31 Half of D 
34 Clogs, eg 
36 Before 
37 Charles Lamb’s pen name 
38 Obvious 
42 Trim 
43 Actor Linden 
44 Cavalry weapon 
45 RR stop 
46 Capital of Ontario 
49 Unit of corn 
50 Paris possessive 
51 Main Hawaiian island 
53 Make lurid (US) 
60 The youngest son 
61 Comic Foxx 
62 Difficult journey 
63 Hearth 
64 Della’s creator 
65 Got up 
66 Designer Simpson 
67 Appear
68 Plays are divided up into these 

DOWN 
1 Coalition 
2 Italian resort 
3 Revenuers, for short 
4 Twill weave fabric 
5 Important 
6 Sailor
7 Stringed instrument 
8 Smell or fragrance 
9 Declares 
10 Silk dye 
11 Tuscan river 
12 Mortgage 
13 Title of a knight 
21 Pass into disuse 
22 Senator Specter 
25 Orgs. 
26 Article of bedding 
27 Gannet 
29 Big fiddle? 
30 Polynesian sky goddess 
31 Doppelganger
32 About
33 Stratum
35 Baby newt 
37 JFK posting 
39 Language with click consonants 
40 Average 
41 Luau greeting 
46 Exam taker 
47 Dried strip of egg dough 
48 One behind the other 
50 Fishhook line 
52 Extremist 
53 Quartz grains 
54 Boundary, WWE wrestler 
55 Very, in Versailles 
56 Able was ___... 
57 Camaro model 
58 Gusto 
59 Supplements, with ‘out’ 
60 The Company 

SUDOKO CROSSWORD

Answers can be found on p102

ENTERTAINMENT
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answer...
Polyx Oil Tints RAW could be your

> Hardwearing, water and dirt-resistant.

on the market.
> Highest coverage of any oil 

> Clear, raw finish.

Looking for thatLooking for that
untreated look?untreated look?

Untreated WoodUntreated Wood Polyx Oil Raw 3044Polyx Oil Raw 3044

> Keeps the NATURAL look of the wood!

Tel: 01296 481 220

> Perfect for light coloured wood species
Lightly white pigmented.

Call or visit the web
for stockists.

www.osmouk.com

The market-leading after-sales

furniture specialist offering

a comprehensive complaint

validation, care and repair service

throughout the UK and Ireland.

• Excellent in-home results  
(90% resolved 1st visit)

• Significant commercial benefits
(typically 9/10 products remain in home)

• Experts in all types of furniture

• Total savings realised by using us can 
work out ten times greater than the 
cost of our service

Maxwell Road, Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2EW. Email: info@fira.co.uk

Call now: 01438 777 700
to discuss how we could benefit business
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Dig deep into the sofa
This could be a record for finding money

in the sofa. Staff at the Emmaus charity

shop in Batford, Hertfordshire, discovered

£9,000 in a sofabed.

Worker Andy Browne was unfolding

the sofabed when he found a ‘reasonably

sized bag’ tucked in it, which he threw on

to a chair.

‘I remembered it about two hours later,

and had a shock,’ he said, when he found

the bundles of £50 notes.

After the police had established the

sofabed’s owner, he donated £500 to the

Emmaus charity which helps homeless

people.

Browne said the owner of the money

worked in a business that handled cash

transactions.

‘He was going out one night and didn’t

have time to do what he would normally

do with it,’ he said. ‘So he thought he

would put it somewhere where he would

remember it at the end of that evening,

and didn’t.’

Prize winners
The Furniture Makers’ prize raffle at

Interiors UK raised £1,710.

The lucky winners were Carl Chambers

of ProMech who won a Norwegian Cruise

Line Western Mediterranean cruise; Frank

Johnson from Clemence Richard scooped

the round of golf at Brocket Hall Golf

Club in Hertfordshire, with lunch at

Auberge du Lac; Keith Trickett from KVT

Kristall won entry for a team of four at

the Big Shots clay pigeon shooting day,

and Adrian Taggart will enjoy lunch at

the Furniture Makers’ Hall organised by

Fare Catering.

Another flying daredevil
Mark McCann, Cavendish Upholstery

sales and marketing director, has signed

Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

up for The Furniture Makers’ skydiving

fundraiser.

‘I received fantastic support last year

on my triathlon, which raised over £1,100

for St Catherine’s Hospice, which was

very gratefully received. This year I am

going a bit more extreme with the

skydive. It is a wonderful opportunity to

give something back to our great

industry that has given many of us a

good and enjoyable living over the years.

‘I appreciate times are tough, so don’t

feel obliged, but any small amount will

be gratefully received – my target is

£1,000,’ says McCann.

‘The big day is 4 May and it’s my

birthday on the 6th, so I hope to be in fit

condition to enjoy some birthday cake.’

To sponsor him visit: www.

justgiving.com/mark-mccann1 and to

take part tel: 020 7256 5558.  

Charity begins with home
A family living in one of the world’s most

deprived countries will have a home of

their own, thanks to flooring supplier

Designer Contracts. It donated £1,325 –

via housing charity Habitat for Humanity

– amounting to the average price of all

the materials and labour needed to build

a family home in a developing country.

‘It’s a great opportunity to help people

help themselves. We wanted to get

involved because such a small amount of

money can really make a difference,’ says

Peter Kelsey, Designer Contracts md. 

Sun, sand and sleep in Mauritius
The Sleep Council is sending one lucky couple on a dream holiday. Rotherham

couple, Tim Wickens and Janet Walker (pictured), won its competition for a

holiday to Mauritius, which received more than 7,500 entries. The competition,

run as a leaflet insert in the October issue of Good Housekeeping, was part of The

Sleep Council Seven Year Hitch campaign to promote the importance of regular

bed replacement to a good night’s sleep. The prize, supplied by Hays Travel, is a

10 night, all-inclusive holiday for two at the five star Maritim Hotel in Mauritius

worth £5,000.

‘We were absolutely delighted to have won,’ says Wickens, who works as a

marshal and pushback driver at Doncaster airport. ‘We actually replaced our own

bed last year and it was the best thing we ever did.’



love your floor™

UK Sales:01706 238 810

Perfect performers and famous for bringing pure luxury,
warmth and comfort to the home, Tredaire underlays are designed 

to keep carpets looking good and feeling fabulous for longer. 

The Tredaire range features outstanding levels of comfort and
performance so every carpet gives that ‘on air’ feeling. That’s why Tredaire

is the UK’s biggest selling underlay brand - the market leader!
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Belgium
Flooring kingdom

Best of British
Standard bearers

the brand leaderwww.underlay.com    t: 01536 200502   

Voted Best Underlay 
Manufacturer 2012  

Made in the UK 
to B.S. 5808 (1991)
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